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RESIDENTS OF THE POINT,
'GLORY BE!
RECONSTRUCT BAIN BEGINS
PERFECTI
ON
OF
LOUISLILLE, HAVE BEEN
END IN SIGHT
GRIEF. HOME .BATTLE AT PARIS CHARITY WORK
-• NOTIFIED,TO'LEAVE HOMES
•

the city. are already preparing for
PITTS- another flood.
GREATEST FLOOD
BURG, MOW RAPIDLY
The Hancock Tobacco warehouse
RECEDING.
company have rent& barns on the
high ground near the city and wilt
begin moving tobacco at once from
one of the large warehouses in the
western part of town.
.
What wheat was not destroyed
by the flood in January is thought
will be killed by the overflow this
Many of the farmers had
time.
MANY LIVES WERE LOST IN
clover seed on the wheat
sowed
DURING
UPPER RIVERS
and it is thought the sediground
s
FLOOD.
•
ment will cover it to such a depth
•
that it will never conic up. The
thought of another flood is very disHundreds Driven From Homes At couraging to people living in the
Ironton, Ohio, and Other Points
flooded districts.
•
—Local Situation.

aF

CREST Of FLOOD EXPECTED
•
AT LOUISVILLE LAST NIGHT

A
.
b I

AND DISTRICT ATTORNEY JE- THE WOMAN'S CLUB AWARD- GREAT TEMPERANCE ORATOR
SECRETARY TONER GOES TO
ROME DEVOUTLY MURED CONTRACT TO GEORGE
OPENS CAMPAIGN AGAINST
ST. LOUIS TO REMAIN SEVMERS,"THANK GOD."
AND GREEN.
LIQUOR.
ERAL DAYS.
Sensational Affidlavit Alleged to
Have Been Made by Young
Wife to Be Read Monday.

CONTRACTORS COMMENCE
THEIR WORK TOMORROW

Local Option Contest Opened
Kentucky
Town
With
Great Enthusiasm,

in

GET INFORMATION FOR
USE IN PADUCAH WORK

New York, March i6.—"Thank IT WILL BE A HANDSOME
Paris, Ky., March 16.—The local
NEXT WINTER SEWING ROOMS
God, the and is in sight."
STRUCTURE WHEN COMoption contest opened in this city at
WILL BE MAINTAINED
This was the fervent whisper of
PLETED.
the court house with an address by
BY
CLUB,
District Attorney Jerome at the
Col. George W. Bain, that was heard
Thaw trial yesterday, murmured
by an enthusiastic audience of men
loud enough to allow the reporters Meeting Tomorrow of
Educational and women that filled the large cirto hear, following a favorable decuit court room to its fullest capac- This Summer the Secretary Will DeDepartment, Which Has Charge
cision by justice Fitzgerald • regardvote Much Time to Securing
ity, while more than a hundred perof Thursday's Literary Session.
ing the HUMMel affidavit.
Employment for Deserving.
sons were turned away, unable to
The strain on those attending the
gain admittance.
trial has been severe. Justice FitzMore than half of those in the
Conrtcators George & Green well
SLOWLY CREEPING UP.
getald has shown the effects 9f it,
In order to more thoroughly peraudience
were women. A large numas have lawyers for the defense and tomorrow betn arranging for re- ber of men who are known to
fect their work The Charity club will
be
March
construction
a
the old Greif homeLook% ilk, Ky.,
Ohio River Continues to Rase at Cin- the district attorney.
stead on Kentucky avenue between opposed to local option were ob- have the secretary, Mr. Jap Toner,
cinnati
Gives No Intimation.
Ithio, which has been rising rapidly
served as attentive listeners to the to go to St. Louis this week or next,
When Mr. Jerome asked for 'an Sixth and Seventh streets, they hav eloquent appeal of one of Kentucky's to remain several days with the charfor three days, this morning invaded
Cincinnati, 0., March 16.—At the ai.ditional fifteen minutes yesterday ing been awarded the contract for most famous orators.
itable organizations. Mr. Toner goes
%hippingport and that section of the
rate of a little more than one-tenth at the usual hour for adjournment, this improvement by the Woman's
over to study the manner and policy
Bank
Cashier
Charinban,
city known as the "Cut-Off." Mayor On foot an hour, the Ohio continued Mr. Delmas protesting, declaring club, which purchased the tesidenge
%Wham Myall, cashier of the Cit- pursued by the St. Louis body iit
of
Barth has noted all residents
been ..nti lot that will be converted into izens' bank, acted as
endurance
to rise throughout the night, and that
has
his
chairman of the order to get pointers and informathe club home. It will cost many
the "Cut-OfP' to leave their homes at today there was no indication of any stretched to the beeaking point. He
meeting and in opening the meeting, tion of benefit and use while pushing
immediate relief from the flood, we uld not consent to another min- hundreds of dollars to perform the briefly reviewed the
progress of the the
once. and the board of public safety
- Paducah work. While there he
which has crept up over the lowlands ute of extra session. Mr. Jerome undertaknie which will place the
today Actered firemen and details of and into cellars and houses. That the Cid his best to get from Mr Delmas progressive ladies in possession of a temperance wave that is now sweep- will also contract with a certain facing over the country. He said that tory that makes barbers' and waiters
trolice with a number of patrol river will pass 6o feet when the crest an estimate on the length of time lisnilsoinc Oome.
out of Ito counties in the state, ati white coats, so the St. Louis concern
The
baise will be equipped with had
P
wagon. to go to Ihe threatened see- arrives hert tomorrow seems certain, that would be required to complete
voted dry within the past six can put together, and turn out in
•
e and fears are still expressed that the the sur-rebuttal. but Thaw's lawyer steam beating, electrical lightning months, making a total of 98
tions and remose the people by fz7
coun- finished form the pieces cut out here
651 feet *cached in January may- be declined es give any suggestion on and other up-to-date and modern ap- ties where the
licensed saloon had for garments of this character.
if necessary. The crest of the
purtenaaces,
while the entrance will been driven out of
passed.
this line
In making this contract the secreexistence.
is expected some time today when a
It is generally believed, however, he of the colonial style, with handHe 'recalled recent victories at tary takes the initial step in the revolower
foot
one
just
feet,
some
marble
.tage of ao
columns. The club Richmond, Ky.. which
that Morlay and Tuesday will see
AT STANDSTILL.
last Tuesday lution to he inaugurated next winter
'the close of evidence, and Wednes- office will occupy, the first room to went on record. Mr Myall said it and this suenner in the
than the January flood, is predicted
charity work
right
of the main entrance, while the 1.11 as nowt
The River Extends NearlY Five Blocks day and Thursday will be used in
up to Paris to put her stamp of this city. Mr. Toner finds many
by the local weather brueau
next
quarter
will
he
reason
the
gentlemen's
There
Channel.
every
slimming
Is
up.
From
of disapproval upon the liquor traffic people deserving and entitled to
water is not expected to do much
•
to believe that Friday will put the cloakroom The three root* on the and then introofuced Mrs. Princess charitable aid, but they are naturally'
but
section,
business
damage to the
Parkersburg, W. Va, March i6— fate of Harry K. Thaw in the hands left side of the entrance hall will be Long, Mrs. Tong gave a
medley of proud and averse to. receiving aid,
it is Arced) halt way to Main street The river here was practically on a of the, jury, unless some unexpected converted into one large auditorium. national airs which was
heartily
re- their spirits rebelling against the idea
about fifty feet in length and used ceised.
on Fourth.
stand at 31.4 feet, and at so o'clock cieveloprnent occurs.
of being pauper charges on the pubthis morning, the weather brueau
The seneationial affidavit, which for lectures and similar gatherings.
Col. Bain was then introduced. MV. lic Then there are others who stand
At Pittsburg.
gave out the statement that the crest Mr. Jerome fought so hard to get Upstairs riser the office will be used Bain said he had
lectured in every ready and willing to at all times take
Pittsburg, March 16—The rivers would be reached within an hour or into the evidence, will probably be by the different clubs of the city to state in
the
Union,
but that he loved everything they can get hold of from
channels, two °The water at that hour was read in court Monday Lawyer Hum hold their Meetings
are again back into their
thereio, while Kentucky better than any other state. the club, without evidencing
any
known
ever
and the greatest flood
on Mirket street. nearly five blocks mei testified early ss to it 'tendency behind this will be the women's and Bourbon county, the home
'symptoms of bashfulness In order to
of
his
history.
of
matter
channel.
river
a
the
from
h•re is
and through other witnesses Mr. Je- cloakroom Over the auditorium up boyhood days, better
than any other I permit the timid ones to work for
For twenty-four hours the water
rome established the fact that
. photo- stairs the two looms will be con- county. Re laid the cause of
temper- the help given them, and to compel
has bean steadily receding. and the
DROWN
EIGHT
.igraphic and carbon copies of the verted in • large dining' hall, where ance had been his life work, that he the unabashed ones to do likewise,
twenwas
stage of to o'clock today
affidavit be read, but lawyer Delmas banquets and similar feats can be was not here to speak
4
upon any par- the Charity club ladies and Secretaer
ty-one feet and still falling at the
Into Flood While Escaping for the defense, objected, as time for tendered, while right behind this will ticular phase of the question, but
to Toner are arranging to open headhour
rate of abOtIt •ile 1064E1 an
ournment had come. It is not be the pantry and kitchen.
From Fire.
assure his audience that it was not a quarters on A large scale here this
damage
the
water'
receding
With
•
thought that Mr. Delmas will ribThe contract was awarded after work of hate and
persecution with fall. The club will get sewing macaused is laid bare, and there is no
the meeting held Friday evening .by him, but a mission of
t6.— ject to its reading on Monday.
Wheeling, W. Va.. March
love and mercy. chines, scissors and other equipment
reason to change the estimate of Eight persons are known to have
the chits executive committee with
Story of %Vandal,*
necessary in turning out garments.
Liquor Traffic Denounced,
The
lones.
properly and business
The affidavit gives Evelyn Nesbit•s the advisory board, which consists of
lost their lives as the result of a fire
Mr. Bain declared that the liquor Then when anyone applies for help,
SW,are
figures
conservative
most
that occurred in the plant of the story of the wanderings of herself Messrs. George Langstaff, W. F. Pax traffic was at the bottom of
all crime, they will be permitted to cut out of
cuo,000, and they run UOM this all Witt-wick Pottery Co. in the flooded and Thaw on the continent, during tno, James A. Rudy, John G. Miller, social
disorder
and
financial depres- Whole bolts of cloth the pieces needthe way to $ao,000,000.
district early today They were, witb which time, according to the affi- J. I- Friedman, George C Wallace, sion in the countryt and
that all the ed in manufacturing waiters' and barthree
past
The loss of life in the
e
l e exception of Watchman Holmes, affidavit. Thaw beat her several times Campbell Flournoy, Muscoe Burnett, wealth in the United States, meas- bers'‘white coats. These pieces will
,lays is not yet definitely ascertained. all Syrians. and were drowned by in an effort to make her .swear to a Charles F. Rieke, Eh G. Boone, A ured
by silver and gold, was con- lbe sent to the St. Louis factory, put
kt least a score of persons met death leaping into the flood
document charging White with hav- R. Meyms, James Weille, I. D. Wil- sumed every five years
_
in drink. fie I together by experienced hands,turned
in the flood, and many are said- to
ing being drugged and attacked'her cox, Harry C. Rhodes, Robert B. said that more than
csocio
murders'out in complete form and then sold
t,e missing.
she was a girl of 15 years. The affi- Phillips, John S. Ftleecker and W. J. were commoted in
FORCED OVER CITY,
this country in Ion the market, part of the money to
Business is again assuming 'somedavit also declares that White had Hills.
1905, four-fifth of which were caused Igo to the Charity club, and the rething like normal proportions, but it People Had &heady Vacated Their never wronged her, a sworn statemainder to the factory. The club
The I ies expect to haves..the build by strong drink
v.-ill be weeks before Pittsburg, Allement in direct contradiction to her ing rea4r for occupancy by June t.
Homes in Portsmouth.
v
Speaking
of
the
argument
that
local believes this will be a good idea and
gheny and the relicts of the three
story on the stand of what she told althougl they have not yet taken up option destroyed
business, Mr. Bain relieve the destitute of whatever
rivers fully recover from the widePortsmouth, 0, March 16.—Back Thaw in Paris.
this feature and the probabilities are yield that a city the size of Paris paid odium they may think rests on theml
*read commercial paralysis caused water forced its way into the north
For a few minutes Evelyn Thaw that they will have a graas! opening, $75.000 per annum to the
saloon, and when they accept charitable help,
by the tying up of a railroad and end of the city at an early hour this was on the stand again yesterday.
received
invite
public
under
tile
and
in
auspirettrrn
$6,000
per year in without any relprn given by them.
traction lines, the silencing of tele- morning by the levee, vibich was Except for looking a trifle paler and
cious circumstances inaugurate into the way of license. Col. Ban closed And then it will also get some return
phones and the suspension of the weakened by the January flood giv- perhaps thinner, she was the same
active use their future home of club- with an impassianed appeal for all benefit• out i:if those, who are out
factories and furnaces.
ing way. TIse water spread over an young woman in every appearance dom for this city.
men who are God-fearing to their for help, and help alone, for themLams Canoed by Flood,
area of five squares, but the people who testified to the most remarkselves, without considering from
duty,
centrally
place
The
is
and
located
Following are losses of life during had vacated their homes in advance able story of the trial.
whence it comes, or the surrounding
nieets the needs most excellently.
the present rise of waters thet traHenry McPike, of counsel for Upon completion the home will be
circumstances.
verse the Ohio Valley:
—Mr. F. S. Alden of Covington,'
Thaw, Tack application at thebeu- the mecca for the cultured and proThe club next winter will have a
DRIVEN FROM HOMES.
,Allegheny county, Pa.
22
preme sEourt today for aeveral addi- gressive ladies of the - city, and the Tenn., has been secured as assistant large storehouse rented, buy grocerin City Engineer L. A. Washington's'ies
Wbeelirg. W. Va. •...16a,
2
and fuel by the wholesale, get the
Serious State of Affairs Reported at tional subpoenas in the Thaw cue, men as well, as the large auditorium office to
Chillicothe, Ohio ,
2
succeed Mr. Stanley Miller benefit thereby
He
declined
to
make
known the wql be rented for appropriate uses,
of reduced prices, and
Ironton,
0,
Steubenville, Ohio
who went to California yesterday. then
.2
names of the witnesses wanted
distribute supplies to the poor
together with the other quarters.
'Parkersburg, WI Va. .
Mk.
Alden will have supervision of applying
•4
for 'help.
Ironton, 0. March i6.—Three hunThe club meets the coming Thurs- the new
Marietta, Ohio
.2
sanitary <ewerage system I Although
the club has stopped it,
their
afternoon
Are
people
dred
diven
at
day
from
church
Grace
parNelsoreville, Ohio .
being
laid,
.
3
active work for the year it will conreached
homes
iih
Ohio
today
house,
when
the
the
business
convening
at
Clearfield, Pa.
..
3
tinue to give aid during the summer
1 o'clock, while
a stage of 0.2 feet. The river is
the literary proZanesville, Ohio • 6 ..
•4
—Horace Phelps, a
months in emergency eases. Those
prominent
gramme
two
rising
inches
hour.
will
an
be
started
an
hoar
later
'Circleville, Ohio .
2
and be under auhpices of the edu- young man of Kirksey, .Calloway "regulars" who have
getting
• Montgomery, Wt Va."
cational department,
with Mrs. county, was fined t5o Friday for de- their - weekly orders Jraprorision
'Athens. Ohio .
.
COUNCIL TOMORROW.
liner)' C. Overby as chairman. This taming against her will Mrs. Iola and fuel during the winter now endElwood, Ind.
department
will meat tomorrow af- Reynolds, a prominent woman of ing were cut off last week, as daring
Sabina, Ohio
Lower Board Gathers in Regular
the pretty weather fuel was not needteinoon at 3 o'clock with Dr. Delia that
. section.
The aggregate property lose is
Session Tomorrow Night.
ed, while they cart get out and work.
Caldwell.
of
Broadway,
and
it
is
estimated at nearly bossocisoces In
MANUFACTURERS CUT DOWN urged that all be present.
—The extra fire department horse Secretary Toner continues in his
-Itrtoglattay county, Pa (the Pittsburg
WEIGHT
The council meets tomorrow night
OF
THIS
"Dick" has been brought in from official capaciry for the ensuing year,
district), tile loss is over $10,000,000.
in regular sessi2n at the city hall
year make them eight inches long, the peethonse pasture to take the 'tut until next winter no aid will be
'tree hundred thousand idle men are
general assembly chamber and quite
four inches wide, and a 1-2 inches place of "Walter," the one hurt by given out except where it is absolutelosing $750,000 a day. Damage to
a number of important ordinances
falling Friday at Fourth and ACen- ly necessary. All dr city paupersthick
mills and industries is enormous,
will be up for adoption, in addition Contractor George Katterjohn Takes
will be looked after during the sumtucky.
Resume
Brickwork.
while railroad damage swells the
to the transaction of other interest.mer by the club, which receives a.
Men Back to Resume Brickwork
Contractor George Katterjohn will
aggregate. The loss to small proping matters. One bill to be adopted
this afternoon at 3:10 o'clock return
on Princeton Depot.
--East year Paducah and MicCrack- regular allowance for thie purpose
erty holders,, whose homes, with conis that prohibiting anyone from into Princeton with
out twenty-five en county property was ,valued at of
tests, were swept away, cannot be
dulging in roller skating on the pubthe time tins summer will be deof his brickmasons who vrill tomor- Szo,No,000 for county and state tax
estimated.
lic streets.
voted by the secretary and club to
row
morning
resume
work
of
laying
purposes.
When
Yesterday
County
the manufacturers of, brick
AsHalf a million people are homeless;
start up their plants in this city the brick bn the new depot being con- sessor Wes Troutman finished figur- getting employment for people demost are destitute, and thousands are
stng•ri
to work antd make a livelihood
without food, while at Benwood, W.
—The Brewery Workers' union last of this month, or first of next, structed at that city by the Illinois ing up the bookie, which show that for themselves.
The office will con-I1
Central
railroad.
brickmasons
The
or taxable purposes for this year the
Va., scores of foreigners are actually has signed up its scale for three they will comenksice keducing the
tinoe where it on Kentucky avenue
completed
up
work
to
toe
second
property
is
valued
at
size
$12,200,000,
of
brick to be turned out, cutan
starving. At Gloucester, 0., starva- years with the hoses, it calling for
floor at the depot the first of last increase of tr,soo,000 over last year. between Third and Fourth streets tintion and disease threaten.
two daily trips for the route men, ting it down some ounces.
til next September at least. as the
week, and then came on here to labor
All the railroads of Ohi45 are crip- telephone wagons• quit at 9 p.
For quite a number of years back
on
Paducah
contracts
held by Mk.
—City Solicitor James Campbell. precent lease runs until then
pled, and the loss of railroad prop- from April 1 to October 1. engineers the manufacturers have been turning
Katterjobn while the carpenters were Jr., is reparing to erect a residence'
crty alone is in the millions.
and firenseg get twelve hour watches out at their yards brick eight inciter
placing the second story joists and beside the home of his father-in-law,
River Rising at Nanning !bite.
while afterti;April I, row, all employes bug, four inches wide and 2 s-8
• —'1d1' spark ignited the roof of
rafters on the depot. This latter Mayor D. A. Yeiser in Arcadia.
Hawesville. Ky., liParch r6.—The get a ten per cent wage increase. inches thick.
August Denker's home at Toro Clay
completed
work
yt
being
sterday. the
river here is rising at an alarming Bottle _shop men .get an eight-hour
In cutting down the size of the
street
yesterday at noon and burned
rate, and people in the lower part of day and set scale of Sto5o per week. size of the brick, the dealers will this britklayeis go back to resume their
a
small
--Today
Patrick's
hole.
day.
is
St.
portion pf the work.
s. A
0.••••••

!

!
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and Ma:). Stuart'. while Mrs. Vernon
"Goethe—Life—
Blythe presented
Origin of the Faust Legend—Analysis and Ethical Teaching of Faust."
After the reports the club members
indulged in a general discussion of
"Faust."
The club meets the coming Friday
morning with the same hostess.
—0—
Birthday Dining.
Miss Helen- Powell entertained
with a dining Thursday evening at
the residence of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Powell of Fountain
avenue and Jefferson street. It was
complimentary to her seventeenth
birthday, and for the occasion a color
scheme of yellow wl green prevailed, the table center piece being
jonquils surrounding a cute little rabbit. Tiny bunnies filled with bon
bems served for the place cards.
Those there were Misses Mary
Cave. Lillie Hobson, Helen Hills,
Helen Powell, and Messrs. Thomas
Cobourn, William Henneberger. Milton Wallerstein and Henry Ilenneberger.

• Sir. Frank J. Fulton, the cooperage
and timber man formerly manager of
the Kilgore and Hollingshead interests of this city, will be married next
Sunday to Miss Macy E. Fuller of
Nahawali, Ala. He left here three
years ago for Louisville and is now
one of the proprietors of the large
tave works there. Speaking of his
wedding the Louisville Post of last
meek says:
"Mr. Frank J. Fulton left yesterday for the south, and on March 24
\till be married, at Nadawali. Ala., to
Miss l'acy E. Fuller, daughter of
Capt. J. IL Fuller. Miss Fuller is a
young seoman of great beauty and
her father is one of the foremost
business men of.Alabama.
"The wedding is the result of a
romance, which began only a few
weeks ago, when Mr. Folton went to
Nadawall for the purpose of purchasing a tract of land from Capt. Fuller
Mr. Fulton and the captain were not
0111h
able to agree on terms and the deal
was not closed. Meanwhile, Mr. Fulton had met Miss Fuller, and they
The bride is a beautiful and winfell in tove. In it short time Mr. Fulsome young lady of exceeding popuum told the captain that while he
lartiy, while Mr. Moore is the sterhad not been able to reach an agree- Delphic Club.
Spanish cathedrals engaged the at- ling manager of the Bismarck Cigar
jilt him, he had reached one
with Mias Fuller, and that they %ere tention of the Delphic club Tuesday company and resides` at 527 North
morning during their meeting at the Sixth stree, where the happy pair
to lie married.
"Upon hearing this. Capt Fuller library building, and it proved an in- w:11 make their home.
Mrs. Elizabeth
said they might as well close the teresting theme.
.land deal, too, aod this was speedily Austin presented a paper on -The Attractive "Pie Social."
A fine time was had by the large
arranged. Before Mr. Fulton left Cathedral del Filar tn 'Saragossa"
Nadawali, the plans for the wedding and it was read by Mrs. Louis hf? crowd attending the t "Pie Social"
Rieke, Sr. "Portugal, Spaiii.5 Near- 'given last evening by the Woman's
had been made.
Mr. Fulton Is one of the best est Neighbor," was told of 14 Mrs. auxiliary of the Brotherhood of Loco
tnown club men in.Louisville. Since Mildred Davis, while Miss Maine motive Firemen at their hall above
coming to Louisville only a few years Fowler presented the "Pillars of Rogers' store on Twelfth and Broadar—Centart
Ca- way. Many attractive feature: were
ago, he has risen rapidly in the busi- I Jere s
ness world. Beside, being the secre- thedral of Antocha" was spoken prepared for entertainment of those
tary af the Kentucky Stave company. about from the paper of Mrs. Mus- attending, and a most &tanning even
be hold, a similar position with the coe Burnett. and the "Cathedral of Mg was whiled away happily.
Tennessee and Duck River Trans- Vslladollid" by Mrs. Frank Uarnard.
portation company, Vigo Cooperage
Concert Called In.
company. of Terre Haute, Ind.. and In Honor of Birth.
1,1:e Christian Woman's, Board of
is %ice president of the Tight Barrel
In honor of her tenth birthday MoNkions has forwarded a large conStave association of America.
Miss Lillian Schroeder enteqtained inbution to the fund for relief of
- "Immediately after thr wedding the Monday evening with a party at the those suffering as result of the earthcouple %%ill leave for Cuba. Porto residence of her parents, Mr. and quake in Jamaica. The missions
Risfi and other islanda. After a cruise Mrs. John Schroeder. a 162t West board has many representatives in
of Those weeks., on the water they will Tennessee street. Games and re- that foreign land where the churches
go to New York and Washington Leshments were indulged in by the seffereff considerably also. The PaThey nill be at home in Louisville following guests:
Misses Laura ducah board intended giving a conafter .11)61.13."
Vay McQuitter. Laura Wal- cert last Friday evening at the First
lace, Mary Akers. Ethel May Schroe- Christian church for benefit of the
der. Laura Capp. of Princeton: Jean- sufferers, but liberal responses from
lower Carnival.
I lie last of' the Flower Carnival none Schroeder, Lillian Schroeder: other sources amassing money suffirehearsals at the Eagles' hall was Master: Carl Fowler. Robert Wal- cient for the local contritnit'on. the
'held yesterday afternon by the young lace, Robertson Gilbert. Arch Caw. entertainment was called in
•
people. who next Saturday start of Princeton; Clyde Capp. of Prince--0-practice upon the stage at The Ken- ton.Marry at Hopkinsville.
tucky
continue
until
and
the
Miss Nina Blanc. of Hopkinsville,
night of the production in order to Reconstruct Building.
and Mr. James W. Robertson, forthoroughly familiarize
themselves
The Woman's club members are merly of Paducah. will bo married
with thc stage and anditorium. The preparing for the reconstruction of Tuesday at the reAdence of the
custumes for those taking Part in the the old Gtief homestead Oil Ken- birde. afterwards going to Pine
differrnt dances are being rapidly tucky avenue near Sixth street. this Bluff, Ark. th 4 make their home.
made and will possibly be completed being the property they purchased The groom was here yesterday en
in time for the first theatre rehearsal several months ago, and will con- route to the home of his bride, who
next Saturday.
vert Into their club building.It will ia the beautiful daughter of Dr C.
Yesterday at the Ea-glee hall there take several thousand dollars to put F. Blanc. of Hopleinsville.
was diatributed% among the children it in proper condition, and looking
The groom is a railroad enizneer
the tickets they are to sell for the towards getting their preliminaries now running out of Pine Bluff. hut
carnival, which, promises to have one Into working order the executive Peed for a number of years in Paof the largest attendances accorded board met Thursday morning with ducah. being connected with the Illiany entertainment given here for the club's president. Mrs. James A. nois Central railroad
He was in
many seasons, as it will be excellent Rudy. at her home on the avenue, Company K. of this city, that went
in itself and also for a good cause, and opened the proposals put in by through the Spanish-American war.
the money to go towards defraying contractors showing what they will and he saw service
in Porto Rico
the expense of the beautiful drinking charge tel remodel the property. Befountain the Daughters of the Amer- fore awarding the contract the ladies
Entertain P. D. C. Club.
ican Revolution will construct in the will hold a confeence with the adMiss Corinne Winstead yesterday
postoffice yard. The child selling visory •board, this to be done some entertained the P. D. C. club at her
the largest numb* of tickets sill time in the present week.
hrsnie on Seventh and Washington
be given a prize of $3.
streets, and a happy time was had by
--a—
Hutchinson-Moore.
the young ladies, who were there
Kalesophic Club.
Miss Isabella Hutchinson and Mr. many strong
Maas T-illie Isfae Winstead pre- R. L. Moore were married Monday
sented "Current Topics" at the meet- at the residence of the bride's paSeries of Hotel Dances.
ing of the Kalesophie club Friday rents, at 623 South Tenth street, the
The guests of Hotel Craig enjoyed
morning with Miss Kathleen'
ceremony being officiated over by Another of their, tseries of dances
field of Seventh and
Kentucky Rev. W. T. Bolling, D. D.. of the Friday evening in thz. spacious dinavenue. Miss Anna Mac Yeiser re- 'Broadway Methodist church, in the ing hall of that popular histelry on
ported on "The Drama of Schiller presence of a number of friends.
Fifth and Jefferson streets. Many

MILLINERY
READY MADE
Dry Goods

OGILVIE'S
It

of their friends were present and a
tine time had until midnight. The
guests have entertained with many
dances this winter, the series proving to be unusualyy enjoyable to
themselves and friend*.
This Week's Session.
At 10 o'clock Tuesday morning the
Delphic club lathes have the following programme before them at their
meeting in the library building:
I. The French and English in
Spain in
m$kas—Fasproncedh--Miss
Helen Lowry.
2 The Rise of Don Manuel Godoy—Mrs. George Flournoy. .
3. on Carlos and the Carlist
Cause—Mrs. Alonzo R. Meyers.
4. Isabella II —Mrs. John G Mi!ler.
—3—
In Professor Ross' Honor.
Profesor J T. Ross, principal of
the Eighth and Harrison .streets
school building, was tendered a
happy and delightful's surprising itiferinal affair Tuesday afternoon by
the teachers and scholars of that
building, out of honor to the seventy
third anniversary of his biirthday.
At 3 o'clock studies were dispensed
with and all assetnbled in the large
hallway, where a fine programme
of songs. recitations and other at
tractive features was rendered.
During thc afternoon the leading
educator was presented with a handsome bouquet of carnations by the
teachers.
•
Farewell Entertainment.
Mrs.
L Isernan, worthy guar'ban of Evergreen circle. Woodmen
of the World. entertain the members
If that body Thursday afternoon
from
tmtil 3 o'clock at her residence on Fourth and Washington
streets, complimentary
to Mrs.
Brack, the circle banker. %silo leaves
this week for Mer'idian. Miss., to
make that city her permanent home
in the future
‘A large crowd was preaent, evidencing the great popularity of Mrs:
Brack, who his been one of the
meg earnest and loyal affiliates of
the Woodman auxiliary. Miring the
afternoon a happy peanut contest
was enjoyed, Mrs. Lula Ralph and
Mrs. George LeRoy captruing the
prizes. Dainty refreshment, were
indulged in.
Another :charming affair over
which the ladies of Evergreen and
Magnolia circles prided was the
swell banquet given Tuesday evening at the Olive camp hall on North
Frurth. complimentary to the local
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keady for You
Fancy
Vest
From
$6.00
to
$10.00
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Suits
To
Order
$20 to $50
Pants
$5 to $14

Leave your measure for a nice, stylish and

up to-date
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in
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Easter

suit

SOLOMON, the 7al/or
113 S. THIRD ST. 'PHONE 1016A

Easter Opening
We will have on hand a large
line of Pattern Hats
March 21st (1% 22nd, 1907

•
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•
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Mrs. E, R. Mills
V. New Milliner
411
.
11=1111M111311

GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock
Surplus

$100.000
$34,000

0

Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest

N. W. VAN CULIN. Cashier.

306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. flno.

(Continued on Page Seven.)

BI6 STORE'S GRAND OPENING DISPLAY Of EASIER MILLINERY
Our Millinery Opening Will Be at Its Height
Next Friday and Saturday, March 22 and 23

EVERYBODY CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND ON THESE GREAT SHOW DAYS. NEVER
BEFORE HAVE WE SHOWN EASTER HATS SO
FOR SUCH MARVELOUS PRICES. THESE GREAT MILLINERY VALUES
BEAUTIFUL AND STYLES
ARE THE RESULT OF MRS. HARBOUR'S COMMERCIAL
EQUALLY—CHARMING
FORESIGHT AND ARTISTI C ACUMF-N, BACKED
CASH TO PAY FOR MILLINERY IN GREAT LOTS AND BIG ASSORTMENTS FROM
BY AMPLE
FIRST HANDS. OUR MILLINERY SHOW ROOM HAS
BEEN
PASSED IN CITIES WITH MANY TIMES THE POPULATION OF PADUCAH.
GREATLY IMPROVED AND IS NOT SURMONDAY. MARCH 18.
We will begin a great sale of several .hundred ready-to-wear hats. It's
a charming and choice collection of
the season's best shapes and popular braids. They are copies and adaptations of the smartest Parts and
New York models. In addition to
wealth of beauty the price adds to
their -ittractiveness. They are the
kind of prices that Broadway stores
with Broadway expenses and Broad-

way methods cannot afford to make.
With Easter only two weeks away
come to see about your hat without
delay.
WOMEN'S EASTER SUITS.
REAL DRESSY DRESSES.
Some here and hundreds coming.
We didn't aim to buy Spring and
Summer suits but when we saw
these lovely dressy suits made of
light weight voiles, Panamas and
silks we changed our minds because
never before have we seen women's
suits so varied, so dressy, so becom-

ing, so practical, for both Spring
and Summer wear an we now have
bought for this season's selling.
We are expecting lots of them to
arrive in time for Easter, some are
here, others are on the way, and still,
others are to be expressed next week.
The prices will range frmo $fo to
$ao.
BEAUTIFUL

EASTER

SKIRTS

AND WAISTS.
A magnificent aggregation of both.

New skirts in Voiles, Chifon, Panarnas, Serges, Checks and Novelties,
priced only as this store prices the
best tailored skirts.
The waists are charming in China
and Jap silks, in Linens and Lawns.
No such varieties are shown elsewhere in Paducah. The prices are unmatchably low.
AN EASTER SALE OF DRESS
GOODS AND SILKS.
Fashion's newest weaves and colors are here side by side with the
staple goods that are worn year in

Harbour's Departm nt Store

00

•

4
and year out. They are special and
timely offerings that will convince
you of our bargain giving linpremacy—Chifora Partarnas, Voiles, Serges
Mohairs, Batiste, Albatrosses andSpring Novelties.
NEW EASTER FOOTWEAR
IN THE CORECT STYLES.
Hight and low cut shoes for
women, children and men in strictly
up-to-date styles, comfortable and
dependable at She special prices maintained only by this store.

NORTH THIRD STREET
Half Square From Broadway

•

Blew's Pharmacy
these are RED GUM COUGH SYRUP,a cure when others
fall, and BLEW'S STOMACH TABLETS,the cure for indigestion. Both conform to UncleSam's Pure Food & Drag Act

Makes Two'Special Remedies
WHICH ARE DISPENSED UPON ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WHEREVER SOLD

SOLD IN
PADUCAH BY

LANG BROTHERS
41=SMIMINE.SINTL•1

4.1 1tEHROPF WANTS ANOTHER
SUIT FILED AGAINST BANK

mined as not to exceed the capitalization. The company continues running the Stutz confectionery under
The Palmer.

NO REPLY YET.

te

mom.
•

0

PAIR GO OVER ENGINEER KILCOYNE KILLED
IN OPEN SWITCH WRECK
TO GRAND JURY

REMAINS PINIONED UNDERN EATH THE MONSTER ENGINE
SERVED WRITTEN NOTICE YESTERDAY ON TRUSTEE BOYD Paducah Board of Health Has Not
THAT CRUSHED LIFE OUT OF BODY—REMAINS ARRIVE
WILL
AND
DUNLAP
GREER
TO—
McCormick
APPEALED
Dr.
From
Heard
Yet
BE
WILL
TO FILE SUIT, ELSE REFEREE
THIS
MORNING—MRS. ANN A C. BARNHILL DIED AT LOS
THEIR
CASES
HAVE
JUDGMENT AGAINST CHOICE AND ALLEN FOR COUNTY
ANGELES, CAL., AND WIL L BE BROUGHT THROUGH
LOOKED
INTO.
of
secretary
Graves,
CREDITWilliam
Dr.
CUNNINGHAM'S
ROAD MONEY—JUDGMENT FOR
HERE EN ROUTE TO SAVA hiNAK TENN, FOR BURIAL-ORS BY JUSTICE EMERY TOMORROW — STUTZ CONFEC- the city board of health, has not yet
OTHER DEATHS.
letter
his
to
response
any
received
TIONERY INCORPORATED.
he wrote Dr. McCormick, secretary Just Because He Knocked His Step•
of the state board of health, requestdaughter Down With Chair, Jim
Engineer Thomas Kilcoyne's body mother, Mrs. Augusta Baker, whe
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Paducah
to
come
to
latter
the
ing
$30.
Fined
is
Keruirick
grading
and
graveling
for
latter
'Attorneys for E. Rehkopf yester- tbe
is expected to arrive early thisi resiees at Hotel Craig, on Fifth and
the county road running in front of business connected with the sanitary
day be r veil a written notice on Truscomthis
of
conditions
health
and
morning from Cuneo, Ark., where he Jefferson, as does one brother, Mr.
defendthe
by
owned
land
farm
tile
Chorles Baker. The other surviving
tes. A. E. Boyd. of hfr. Rehkopf's in- ants, Judgment was given against munity. The Paducah secretary forBob Greer and Willis Dunlap, col- was killed Friday afternoon duriug
eividual bankruptey proceeding, de- Choice for $too and against Allen warded his communication to the ored, were held to the grand jury in 3 wreck. The body will be taken to brother is Mr. Elijah Baker, the alderman and wholesale grocer, who
night,
manding that the trustees institute at for $zo When the county prepared state authority last Monday
$loo bend yesterdey morning, be the residence of his sister-in-law,
resides at Sixth and Washington
meeting,
board
city
following
the
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house
court
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school
the
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ing arraigned in the
once suit against the Atnerican-Ger- to iniptote
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into
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Tagg,
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of
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during
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man National bank to recover double and
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RehMr.
which
thc amount of $1,5oo
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part
agreed to pay a certain
ed jointly in the
Until arrival of the corpse the hour yesterday at the Blewitt cemetery in
tank as interest on money loans at
test of graveling the highways. Pot- pected.
arate warrant Greer was held lo the fur the ceremonies cannot be set.
on illegal rate of interest. If the
the Palma section of Marshall counter and Rice were given the congrand jury on the charge of obtainA dispatch yesterday announced ty, where she died Friday evening
trustee does not heed the demand
The Corning Boy.
tract to gravel the road and finished
ing money under false pretenses by particulars to the wreck as follows: after a four
the Rehkopf lawyers then file a petimonths' Hines with
then
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and
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eree to instruct Trustee Boyd to in- them, and
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two
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and
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terday afternoon, and telescoped that vicinity:
in which Mr. Rehkopf was foil('
Robert B. Philhps agreed to give
But one thing must he have, and
A fine of $5 and coets was assessed into a ditch, conipletelse wrecking
IMO individual bankruptcy.
expense, that is proper training
He must against Florence Dodd on a breach of the train, except the last car, killing
Prof. John D. Smith, Jr., the ex- $50 towards defraying the
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Szddlery compai s's firm books, get- contractors claim that by
to pay $so give righteous precepts but must set kilreatening to kill Ada Price, color- ger and two mail clerks, whose thtir several days' old twine and the
ting off flames showing the amount agreement he promised
remains were yesterday taken to
contends he did not. righteous examples. Those who rub- ed.
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firmly,
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baggage master, and several passenpaid the American•German and all The controversy
for knocking down gers werc hurt, some of them seri- for burial.
other banks at usurious rate of in- ed in Phillips being sued also, but having at heart his highest and best $30 and cost'
judge possible development of body, mind with a chair his stepdaughter, Clara ously. The body of the engineer was
Mr Smith will not state it was postponed yesterday by
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net gotten out until morning. Perry's the afternoon before Mr. Robert
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over the future destiny of the boy. "Tor cursing and threatening Proprie- body and the injured were carried Steele was
Cecil Reed, who is trustee for the of the city for several weeks.
drowned in the CumberTwo and one-half miles of the She has 'him in his formative period tor Burton of the boarding house on back to Little Rock. A relief train
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land
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Kuttawa by falling off
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The
Court.
Magisterial
unwisely.
weresgent on to Memphis in a spe- of age and the body has not yet been
hod charged the firm a rate of inter;Mice Charlet Emery will con- mother the worldly minded, frivolous, with disorderly conduct. He is ac- cial
est higher than 6 per cent, which is
recovered, although friends have
hie wife at the
The railroad authorities refused to been dragging and constantly search
the legal rate. Professor Smith was vene his magisterial court tomorrow society woman, whether she be rich cused of whipping
the
where
hick',
A
R
Dr.
allow any newspaper men to go on ing for the corpse since the unforthen employed to go over the books in monthly session at his office on or poor, high or low, will stand but home of
: nd see what illegal amounts had South Fourth street. He will give a poor chance in the real battle of woman wort....
the relief train to the scene, but
as given a touch from information obtaine:: from pas- tunate incident occurred
Louis Roden
been charged, when suit will be judgment for several hundred dol- life.
The domestic woman, whatever be for $5 for a breach of the peace.
e7ought against all the banks affect- lar' against the creditors of H. A.
sengers and others who were in it,
ed Mr. Smith cannot devnte his en- Cunningham. the life insurance agent her station in life. that loves her
it is said to be one of the worst in FINDS EDITOR CAN SHOOT.
Flats on the Co-operative Plan.
tire time to going over the books, who departed suddenly from here, home, her husband, and her children,
the history of the road. It is a
Professor Otto Fick has come to miracle that every one, except those Man Who Wanted to Thrash Scribe
tos other business demanding some !caving many unpaid bills. The par- giving them the first place in her
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heart
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Snit. of an unusual nature were The accounts against him amount to the right. A boy with such a mother New York introduce flats conducted
An examination revealed the fact County News, met threats with a replan. such ae he
tried yesterday in the county court about $400. Ile had his oflIte in the is double blessed. Such a boy will on the cooperative
the switch had been opened and volver and his victim, Mart Brunsthat
in establishing
they being by Conrtcators Potter and Robertson building adjoining the never pollute his lips by calling her has been instrumental
locked in that position. This didge, now lies at his 'home with a
then
His ideal cooperative
Rite against John Choice and Mr. telephone exchange on South Fourth the old woman, but will reverence in Stockholm.
the authorities to suppose tilt dangerous wound in the neck. Sniff
leads
than five stoAllen for money claimed due from street, and was gone a week before her memory next to that of hs lored. flat would be not less
either done through malice took the first train for Logan and
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a
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0. T. Farmer bought from W. M. had rather be oppressed than to opinto
ditch.
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the
each family by a dumb waiter. He
Broedidge, brother-in-law of Fouts,
Farmer for $iso land out in the press other'. Such boys the world
called at the edt,tor's office and dev
needs, and such boys will always de- would have the required capital proLast.
county.
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Breathed
vided by the subscription of the tenFor $1.5o E. 1). Thurman ?Tans- velop into noble men that will be
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each buildto the world are they who serve others rent would amount to. In
transferred
Sanders
Lilllard
C. Barnhill closed her eyes in ever- to 14 out and Brundidge left vowing
8:00 a. rye. arrives §t. Louis s:so p.
have a kindergarten in
McCacken County Realty and Mort- best. The coming boy ie not the ing he would
sleep at Los Angeles. Cal., he would thrash him the first time
lasting
which children may be left while the
`o: 1" gage company for $300 property on boy who is looking for the easiest parents
peacefully passing away after a lin- he saw him.
go. out.
Professor Fick
Half an hour later Brundidge met
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Monroe street.
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up to and including Monday, March side of Adams between Eighth and wages, give good and faithful ser- hewer than at pteeent.
been expected for some months, and Sniff entered the building and startvice. Such a boy will soon gravi•
Ninth
streets.
he is now preparing to return here ed up the stairs he turned and order25th, 1907. No baggage 'will be
Travel Good for Congressmen.
L. A. Washington "old to the sMe- tate to places of high trust and large
with the remains, which wi, be ed Brundidge to follow him no furth(W4hington Post.)
checked on these ticket, nor Will Cracken County _Realty and Mort- wages.
to Paducah and thence car- e-. Brunelidge paid fln attention,
brought
There is nbthing better for the
ut het every boy remember that
gage company for $5oo property on
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of life without Jesus as his pilot. for 'them and for the country too. she moved here with her husband, of business for their hoTileS when the
J. Reid by Robert Thompson.
There can be no question that conshot startled them and a large crowd
J. D. O'Brien sold to R. J. and Take Him. aboard and though the
gress would be better qualified for the late W. P. Barnhill, during life soon gathered. Before they 'had
Carrie Clements for $395 property voyage may be stormy, you neod fear
Clue discharge of its duties f all or proprietor of the stock yards on learned the cause of the
shooting Sniff
on the west side of Tenth near Baeh- no danger, for He will carpi you
Caldo ell street. Shortly after the
safelf through; and closer than a most of its members were more fam- cieath of her husband she lost her had backed away from the ecene, He
r an street.
iliar with business and social condiwent at once to the station and took
The McCracken County Realty brother.
tions in the United States and its only son, Mr. William Barnhill. an a train for Logan. •
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there exceedingly popular young man, who
William D. Sanders for $4cio prop- joy of any home.—W. G. Love in
a
be
should
to
reasonable
limit
ex- die4 of consumption.
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Calloway Times.
city on Harrison strreft.
Two years ago Mrs. Barnhill con- Twelfth and Trimble Block for Sale.
penditure by the government for such
The block of land lying at the Costravel, but there is little danger in tracted the ailment and moved to
Licensed to Marry.
1. page at a Piccadilly (London) the present state of public feeling Los Angeles, but the western climate ner of Twelfth" and Trimble streets
The clerk issued vreilding licenses club has lost his position because he 'that heavy drafts will be made on the gave no lasting benefits and she has so long used for carnivals and cirto Robert Metheny and Isabella amused himself, in his leisure mos public purse on this account.
gradually grown worse. One month .-cnses is to be cut up at once into
•
Miauzey. R. 11, Ward and Maude ments•by calling up public instituago her brother, Mn. Charles Baker, lot; and sold. These lots will sell
Hall.
the First and Washington street rapidly , as the. location is desirable
tions on the telephone and making
Ripening Bananas to Order.
• -- • e
absurd inquiries. For example, he
wholesale grocer of this city, went in every way. Edgar W. Whitte(New York Tribune.)
would call up the Hanvrell Tnsane
Power of Attorney.
An English electrical expert has to her bedside, where he remained more, Praterrrity Building, both
Thomas W. Jones conferred power Asylum and ask: "May I speak to discovered a means of ripening ban- until death closed her eyes. The phones 835, will sell the lots.
the chief lunatic?"
of attorney to Charles J. Clark.
anas to order. The bunches arc hung rmains are expected to arrive the
"Is it a fact?" asked an English
••.•••11116••••
In an aka-tight glass case in which last of this week.
Mrs.
,Barnhill
was a woman of judge—Justice Darling—the other
One advantage its being very rich there are a number of electric lights.
Incorporating Articles.
beautiful
and despite day, of counsel in a case that w as
characteristics
worry
to
have
not
do
you
The artificial light and heat hasten
The "P. E. Stutz company" filed is that
her
gradual decline, was ever of a before him, that insurance companies
otticles of incotiporation yesterday about that the rest of the world the ripening process in proportion to
Paducah Real Estate. Western-Kensheerly'
and hopeful disposition that insure against a successful appeal by
it.
about
thinks
the number of lights turned on. Recwith the county clerk, the incorpora• tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Payords have been made which enable buoyed her until the end, evidencing the other side?" "Yes4' answered
tors beihg the following, who subthe learned gentleman. "I have beers
ment Lots for Investment Western scribe for the number of shares of
The world will not believe much the operators to make delivery of her christian fortitude and constancy.
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and stock mentioned: P. E, Stutz, 44
told so. And they- have different
Tier
tine
was
pathway
life
through
quantity
at
date.
•
an
any
agreed
in
faith
little
but
has
who
in a man
Price I.& Free to Everybody. Send shares; Albert S. Hawkins, 26 shares;
strewn with rays of happiness, rates for different judges."
Fee it. Office Fraternity Building.
You don't know all of grief and caused by her charming personality
Ktrxy Stutz, to shares. The capital
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
EDGAR W. WHTITIIMORE, Padu- stock is $3,000, divided into shares ADVERTISE IN THS REGISTER loneliness unless, you have been a and beautiful attributes.
She
is
her
survived
ingSVLTS,
by
*Keel
boy
and
a
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dthg.
cah, Ky,
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wide open until now they can spot way on these side streets, and I had
L
a grafter a mile off. ,The cry of rather get out of their way than
have them stopped from skating.
-reformer," "sorehead" or "bolter"
think it would be all right to
no longer possesses any terrors for prohibit grown persons from skating,
PUBLISHED BY THE
long since and also to keep the skater& off
Register Newspaper Company, the avorage voter. lie hasvoting
an not in favor of
for Broadway, but
custom
adopted,
the
of
;III +++•:•++•t-i•-:-.1"1.+.1*.-t-a-4.1..1.4•X••• e+v ;•:•-•
•••:•44+4••?++++++++4-1•41
(Incorporated.)
taking
the
pleasure
entirely away
honest men and against those to
&t Register Building, 523 Broadway whom the finger of suspicion points. from them.'
•
_
, This gentleman voices the anti- REV. M'LISKEY PREACHES AT
The people are learning to vote for ment of many people, probably the
President
WILHELM,
COUNTY COURTHOUSE
.
IIIAMES E.
• k
Treasurer their own interests and not for a majority.
TODAY.
JOHN WILHELM,
Secretary
The
claim
the
has
WILHELM.
that
made
been
ROBERT S.
party's intereat or that of any one
I sport is dangerous, both to the skatAS FAR BACK AS MAY AND JUNE (ALMOST A YEAR AGO)
man or set of men. The grafter has ers
anel pedestrians, but the recoil!
Entered at the Postoffice of PaduWE BEGAN' BUYING GOODS FOR THIS SPRING'S BUSINESS.
contempITIOSA
long
the
since
become
'of accidents do aot prove this.
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter
HAD WE WAITED UNTIL THE USUAL TIME FOR BUYING \41
Of the hundreds who have been intible object in public life, and senti--WE WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO SHOW THE EXCELLENT ASSSA* ment is fast placing the man *Ph dulging in tfiis sport during the winOne Year
SORTMENT OF GOQD VALUES THAT WE DO.
III
2.5o ill gotten wealth in the same cate- ter, only one or two have been
Six Months
WE ARE SHOWING MOST ELEGANT LINES OF MERCHAN;Inn
injured (onl)- one had- an
1.25
Three Months
DISE AND WANT YOU TO COME.AND SEE,
gory.
broken). and more children have 1)11 REV. MR COOPER OF INDIANA
to
One week
•
PREACHES
MECHANICSAT
hurt by falls without skates daring
•
BURG M. E., CHURCH.
the winter than those with them.
Anyone failing to receive this paper
The Louisville Exposition.
Let the little ones have all the
regularly should report the matter to
The settlement of the Louisville pleasure in life possible, and if yois
The Register Office at once. TeleA SWELL LINE OF YARD WIDE NOVELTY SUITING IN ALL
•hone Cumberland 318.
street car strike cleared the way for are opposed to the passage of the or- "St. Paul and Pis Times" Will Be SORTS OF COMBINATIONS AT 48C.
Study For Subject Tomorrow by
dinance, go to the council chamber
AT FIFTY CENTS WE OFFER YARD WIDE CHIFFON PANA- •
the success of the Louisville ExposiSunday School Teachers Class.
tomorrow night and enter your proMA IN GREY; TAN, GREY AND
FANCY
COVERT; SHEPtion, and visitors to that city have test.
HERD'S CHECKS IN BLUE, BROWN AND
BLACK; BLOCK
inconvec
•
niene
•
the assurance that hei
CHECKS IN TAN, DELF BLUE, GREY; GREEN AND
•
BROWN
A• nd while on tile subject of chilwill be suffered. by them on that
Rey. W. H. McLiskey will preach PliAID, TAN AND BROWN PLAID. TAN AND WHITE PLAID.
NOVELTY SUITINGS IN A BIG RANGE OF COLORS AT 75c.
score. i'he exposition is to be no dren, I have a few words to say this morning at it o'clock and this
Sunday Morning, March 17, ism. small affair but one that every per- about /that panic at the moving pie- I evening at 7:3o o'clock at the county 98c, $1.00, 81.25 AND $1.48.
ture show.
et:tut house. He is the Cumberland
son with even limited, means and
All such places should have plen- Presbyterien divine. and grandson
time can well afford to attend. The ty of side exits. and I believe there of Rev. W. H. McLiskey. quite a
Saloons In Politics.
World's Fair at Chicago and St. is an ordinance to thi. effect,
voted divine in hii day. fifty or sixty
Two striking illustrations of the
NEW LOTS OF WHITE SHIRT WAISTS ARE COMING IN
It was only by God's mercy that years ago, when he frequently
Louis were on too large a scale for
resentment by the people of the saone or more little innocents were not preached In Paducah. The father of EVERY WEEK. SOME NEW STYLES JUST IN AT 5oc, 89c, Sz.00.
pocketbook
and
comfort, both as to
i0
loon in politics were given -hit
trampled to death yesterday. And if today's preacher is Rev. James Mc- St.ss, $1.50. Sum i1-911. 824, AND Silt
steain
too
being
comfort,
the
physical
THE
WAISTS
VALUE
SHIRTS
OF
WILL
the
THESE
place
had
been
burned there I. iskey, who is nearly 73 years of
APPEAL
%tele% tint •ister state of Tennessee.
Louisville the affair is to would have been another horror to age and conducts services each Sure. TO YOU AS BEING THE VERY BEST YOU HAVE EVER SEEN
Knoxville. a city of 5o.000 people, great. At
one that in two or three days at- record.
day. Two of the brothers are also
voted to abolish the saloons, and be
There is truth in the old axiom, ministers, one being Rev Robert
tendauce one can see all that is to
a few days later Jackson, a city
"An ounce qf prevention is worth a McLiskey, who was pastor of the
be seen, except the special features, pound of cure."
Of over 15,000 people did likewise. It
Cumberland Presbyterian church in
LADIES' WHITE AND BLACK LACE HOSE VERY
a number of which are billed for each
Let's have a few ounces of pre- Paducah some years ago The enFINE
.
was not the sentiment of prohibition
week's' ses- rention; surely the lives of the chit- file public is cordially invited to VALUE. 15C.
two
the
of
day
every'
and
that put the saloons out of business
LADIES' IMPORTED LACE HOSE IN BLACK, WHITE, PINK,
sion The committee in charge of don are worth it!
come out today and hear his elegant
In Tennessee and elsewhere throughBLUE AND GREY AT 4C.
MAN
ABOUT
TOWN
'
d:
'courses.
much
enterprise have spent
LADIES' PLAIN BLACK GA UZE HOSE asC. 35C, 411C AND soC:
out the country, but politics that did the
preparing
a
in
money
and
energy
SPECIAL LOT MISSES FINE RIBBED HOSE AT 15C.
..the work. As long as the grogshops
St.. Patrick green, carnation. at
Temple Israel.
show that will not only reflect credit
SPECIAL IN BOYS MEDIUM HEAVY HOSE 15C.
according to law,
WCTC conducted
Brunson's, eao Broadway.
"The Power of the Spirit.' still be
upon the city of Louisville but upon
preached on !hie morning at it
the masses of the people had n.. parstate of Kentucky as well. Esery
o'clock by Rabbi lovitelt at Templa
ticulae objection to those who de- the
6
A
arrangement possible for the coin-rat!
sired to patronize them to do so, but
SPECIAL VALUES IN LADIES
and entertainment of visitors has
ii•
LONG
LISLE
THREAD
when the saloonkeepers took it upon fort
GLOVES AT 75C. TAFFETA SILK GLOVES AT 98C AND PURE
Home Mission Society.
requires for
all
it
and
made
been
themselves to' tear down the laws
The Woman's Hume Mission so- SILK GLOVES St.29 AND $z.5 FOR THE HEAVY QUALITIES
state to resit the full benefit of
and -.hen attempte& to place their the
•
ciety of the Trimble street Methodist ALL THESE ARE LONG.
4
Louisville's progressive more, is for
LADIES' 8 BUTTON LENGTH KID GLOVES TM'BLACK. TAN
church will meet 'tomorrow after
heels upon the nelts of the people
theic presence to the
7s.
Non at 2:30 o'clock at the residence AND WHITE AT $z..
by boldly entering in politics an& them to lend
vast attendance which • the enterma BUTTON LENGTH KID GLOVES, TAN ONLY.
Mrs.-C. W. Morrison. of North
$3.98la
a
Si.,5.
lining up behind the most corrupt
AND
16
BUTTON
i
LENGTH
c:ith
GLOVES
street.
AT
prise merits.
i
MR.
W. J. ASPLAN SAID THE
.
men they conld find to run for office.
ELECTION THERE WAS
..
II
.11
immediately
became
the people
Mechanicsburg' Methodist.
ILLEGAL.
li
Jail Sentence a Sure Care.
alarmed and soon discovered that Oa,,
This morning' at tot3o o'clock and
tonight at 7.30 o'clock Rev Cooper
quickest and most effective way to
(Fort Worth, Tex. Record.)
of Indiana league meets at 2 o'clock
eriminate the saloon from politics,
The Indiana state railroad commis- Representative Ashew Preparing to
this afternon and the
Epeorth
Introduce the Necessary Bills in
waa to wipe them out entirely. 'ion has recommended that the tauLeague at 6:30 o'clock tonight
the Tennessee Legislature.
Strange to relate, the whisky people ployes of a railroad shall he held
•
. seemed incapable of comprehending criminally liable for violating the
Salvation Army.
rules of the road. It is a good recthe danger into_ which they were ommendation.
Sim lay morning Fifth and BroadA jail 'sentence starMr. W. J. Asplan, formerly agent
plunging headloag, nor could they ing him. in the face will have a great
way, to a. m.: Fourth and Broadway,
here for the Southern Express corn- tt a. m : Third and
Broadway. a
foresee the result of their persistent deal more influence on an engineer
PERSONAL MENTION.
• UNDERGOING
pany.
hut now manager of the George o'cloca: inside meeting 3 p. in.. II
•
lawlessness. There neve!' was a time than the chances of death that are
•
Goodman branch whisky house at Fourth and Broadway 7 p. in.; in•0
.4
in the history of the world when an awaiting him on the other side of a
Jackson, -1.C1111, arrived in the city side ineetsog 8 p m. Meetings every.
red light that he fails to obey.
"6"."*"........"""1
habitatl violator of the law did, not
Mr Louie Dodd, of the Bandana
yesterday and announced that the night ecept Monday.
have to pay the pnalty, there is no
wspaper, is in the city on business
Ordinarily speaking a corrupt man liquor people of that place would
escape. Aside from this fact a simChristian Science.
Mr. W. J. Avian, the Jackson,
fight the result of the election last
The Christian Scientists hold ser- Tenn.. whisky &ales, is here on MR. JAMES CHANDLER
ple question of mathematics would is a fool. He starts out lying and
REin vices at to 3o o'clock this morning,
on lying until everybody is Thursday when whiskr and other in
CEIVING ONE INJECTION
demonstrate to the satisfaction of all
business.
-'keps
toxicants were voted out of Jackson the subject being "Matter" 0
DAILY NOW.
that a business depending upon law- cotivinded of his corruption, The
City Engineer I.. A. Washington
they
b the temperance people. He stated
proper
place
such
for
all
is
in
Exist\
1.as returned from sisiting hii father
always
lessness could not
Union Training Class.
•
that the election was illegal, and that
in Virginia.
Whisky benefits no one except those penitentiary and if the courts svould
"St.
Paul
and_Ilis
Times"
will
be
Captain Jack Northland Remains ita
they would carry it 40 the highest
the subject for study tomorrow eve' identified with it; sale, and then only do their full duty that is where they
Mrs. Amanda Wilhelm retprned
About Same Serious Condition—
courts.
ning at 7-30 o'clock at the meeting yesterday front Nashville and Clarksthe matter of dollars and cents. would land
Other Ailing
A dispatch from S7a,liville yester- of the Sunday School
Teachers' :1re and is at Hotel Craig.
•
• The saloonkeeper, his employes and
day regarding the Jackson situation Union Training eta", at
Grace
Mr. J. W. White, the life insurprofessional bums or hangerson conIf every city would devote the
church parish house.
said as follows:
man, leaves today for a tour
ance
Information from Mr. Jaies Chanstitute less than one--tenth of a city's same'interest towards supporting and
-The result of the antisaloon electhrough Western Kentucky.
dler at the Pastuer Pnetitute in New
population. and while they may profit maintaining local enterprises dot tion in Jackson may not mean the
Confirm Class.
Mr. S. W. Radnedge is in Louis- Orleans is that he is 110V1 out oi
A large class will be confirmed
by a state of lawlessnese, the other they do in reaching out to secure new abolition of saloons there. Represendanger, and will not suffer any serville.
nine-tenthe suffers thereby and when industries, they would be more suc- tatives Ashew, who called the elec- April to at Grace church by Right
ious consequences on account of beRev. Henry If. Sweets, of Louis- ing bitten two weeks ago bx his little
tion there, said today that he would Reverend Charles E. Woodcock, the
-e question narrows down
a vote cessful in building up a great city.
ariath
%tile, arrived last evening.
introduce the necessary %ills as soon bishop for Kentucky.
pup that went mad. Dr. Henry H.
-of the nine-tenths of
••
af. they could be prepared.
Miley received a leter yesterday from
daughter
and
Berry
W....M.
Mrs.
threeififths of the whole al least
"Representative Scott, floater from
Called Meeting.
arrived from 'Columbus, Ga., to join Mr. Chandler, who stated that on arThe !tome Mission sittiety of the
will vote to wipe out the saloons.
Madison and Heneerson counties,
Mr. Berry, who is residing here now. riving pt the Southern !institution
says he will give suchlegislaion his Broadway Methodist church will hold
this means that in any town or city
Miss Birdie Shaw. of Cadiz. Ky., the specialists took the tacklxine
a called meeting
....
support.
tomorrow
.Av
aftern4r
oni
n is visiting Mrs. J. B. Allen, of Jef- out of the careaas of the dead pup
a here a vote is taken, the aal000
"Mr. Harris, the other ditect repre- at 3 o'clock at the church.
and reduced it to ecrum form and
ferson street.
avill invariably he wiped out.
sentative from the county, who did
injeated into Mr. Chandler's body.
Misses
Hodge
Annie
Vera
sand
Men may drink whisky and be reg•
not 'help with Askew .in calling the
two treatments being given each day
Successful Sale.
Vick, of Smithland, have returned
•• itlar patrons of the saloons, but when
election, said this morning that he
1 he W. C. 1'. U. ladies had quite heme after \'siting here.
for two weeks. Ile is now underThat Skating Ordinance.
did 'not know as yet what he would a successful sale of cakes yetterday
going one injection each day, this to
.# comes to giving saloons free rein
Mr. R. E. Baylis, of the newly '
do, and declained to be further inter- at the office of Mr. PI, H. Lovin
r i• I be continued for two weeke, when he
• 7„,and to control the politics of a city,
The ordinance prohibiting skating
Paducah life insurance corn- is
ganized
viewed at this time.
it'
the
kraternity
then
building.
pernianently inoculated
Many
,those %cry- alien m ill think of their on the sidewalks to come up for
"Senator Pope is understood to he fine cakes were disposed of and the PallY, has ramped from Madison- against danger from tee rabid bile,
own families and
interests
and adoption tomorrow 'night by the ald- opposed to saloon abolition, and
s_ will 1: dies will take the money to help vine and other points wvh\ere lie es- and will be dismissed from the isti,e
tablished agencies.
:straight way vote to abolish the ermen is causing no little comment. not talk as to' his course. •
with their good work.
o
t ntin.
Dr. J. B. Garber and wife. of Hotel
"The situation is a new one. There
'Saloons. All it needs to do this
lie writee ..1 hat for the first two •
more or less adverse. •
Craig, leave this week for a two days the treatment rendered him
have been many attempts to defeat
Ladies Gratified.
bar some one to take the lead.
As stated a few days ago, I am
bills abolishing saloons' over the
The ladies of the IV. C. T. U. feel months' visit at Lancaster, Pa.
deathly ill, while he was so stiff he
opposed to the ordinance. It might Heads of the local representative', but yin& gratIfied
' at;
Mrs. Henry Rudy has returned could hardly walk, but he is now sniover the results of
"-- • Several years ago when the press be a good idea to prohibit the chil- this will be the first attempt. to abol- their sale yesterday, as everything foam French Lick Springs, Tod.
tering no ill effects of the injectione.
Mrs. J. R. Henry and children
'first raised the hue and cry over the dren skating on Broadway, but to de- ish saloons over the heads of the was disposed of at a fair price. They
local senator and members : of the extend their heartiest" thanks to all have returned front visiting
in l!faehcorruption in this country, many men prive them from skating anywpere on rhouse. That such
About the Same.
'an effort will be their patrons, to the dear women not ville, Tenn"'
the
sidewalks is a little too much.
.aa raised 'their hands in horror and said
made appears certain. It is well members of ahe union who contributReports from Lexington. Tenn..
Mr. Leslie is back front a trip to isc, night
There is no rink in the city, and known that a najority of the house ed such exc'ellent
4
stated that Captain Jack
,ih wdttld ruin the - country, but the
cake, to Mr. Lov- White River, Ark.
Morthland
was
- -_,a ,efdect has *been to save the country. hundreds of children have recently sympathizes wis‘ the "dry" element. ing for the use of hia office
about
the,
same,
in' a
l •fo
Mrs. Annie S. Jeffrey, of Toledo, serious condition. The
stroke of
aa,'Mee rich thieve: had about taken purchased' skates. It is possible that With Askew asking to rid the town Mr. Brunson for flowers, and they Ohio, will
•.
arrive
tOmorrow
to
visit
•rif saloona. Harris opposing, Scott oc- would assure- all their friends that
raralysis overcoming him there Frial0figthing 'in sight when the indr- the concrete is damaged to some cx- r eflpying ;the position 'he does and the funds
her on, Mr. H. Jeffrey, the- tele- day agects the most of
these
his body.
kindnesses
have
tent, but it is a very small matter.
lident ficw,papers called
Pope opposing,'it is believed that helped them to obtain will be devot- phone man.
Speaking of this matter yesterday, Askew will manage to get the meas- ed entirely to
M. II. II. Loving rrturned from
asamaThe jails and penitentiaries began
the work of making
Ankle Swollen Greatly.
happier the home where the weak Chicago yesterday. ,
kearto yawn and the doors closed on a well known capitalist, who owns tire through the house.
Driver
Maurice Ingaatn. of Cennot
"
It
is
thought
Senator
Pope
-and erring have been ovrcome by
Mr. John Theobald yesterday went
ninny who thought they would never many houses in the city, and who
tral
fire
department,
will
iatroduce
the
was resting easy
senate,
bill
in
the
local
temptations.
Golconda',"
to
Ill,,
to
bitY stock.
eee: the ieside of a jail. When men fives cm Jefferson street, the mecca and it is not probable
this morning early, but his ankle and
that any one
Mrs.
L.
P.
Hollonad
is at Kul- limit is
pirblit life were accused of grafa- of the skaters, said to me:
badly eveolfen where it was
else will. The senate will, therefore,
Union City Revival.
tawa visiting Mrs. W. C. Holland.
hethe
"You were right in opposing the not fight over the matter until the
twisted when lie was thrown from
e.vrovard selling offices, patronage and
Mr. Thomas M. Nance. the life in. Hon Jacob Corbett, Of Wickliffe, the truck at Fourth
and Kentucky
aektokathey shrugged their shoulders ordinance, and many people of the house bill, comes over, if it passes surance man, returned yesterday is here
visiting his mother, Mrs. when the horse fell
city arc not in favor of it.
and conical. Then it is certain that from Union City, Tenn., whete he
during a run to
aralgaried to laugh it off; They- relied
Rebecca Corbett, of North Sixth La fire. He will be
"The idea of the city officials be- there will be a hard fight to pas- the had been for the past ten
laid np a week or
days at- street.
•
heir political pull with partisan ing afraid of damaging the sidewalks bill 'aver
two at least
papete head" .
tending the big revival meeting con•
'apers to poll 'the mthrough, is ridiculous. If they are afraid the
ducted there by Rev. George Cates.
Business Notice,
, but rhe American _people refused to sidewalks will wear out before the
who held the record-breaking pro- banks closed up many days in order
Burned With ACM.
be hoodwinked and called for a shot five years' guarantee runs out. why' , The luisiness of the Williams' tracted meeting here Le months that everybody could participate in
Miss
Effie
MeClow, office girl for
not compel the citizens to walk in Bicycle companv will be continued ago. At Union City he
held the the gathering. '
.S0 much corruption was un'Dr. Victor Vorie, is suffering from
the street to save the wear and tear by, the Robeft B. Williams estate at
eting ' for fifteen days, during
From Union City lie goes to Co- -painful burns to her
earthed that the public has changed of the walks? •
visit and forethe old stand, No. 726 North Fifth
hich time ficio conversions were lunibus, Miss.. to open a revival .a,cm.
caused by a bottle of carbolie
"The children are not much in the street.
b
eepIng eyes
cp:::ely
attitude
its
made,
and
the business, houses anal shortly.
*1,•.
acid overturning ri‘ the office. •
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DRESS GOODS

EASTER SHIRT WAISTS

•

EASTER HOSIERY

KID AND FABRIC GLOVES

JACKSON LIQUOR.
INTERESTS FIGHT

PURCULL&THOMPSON
407 F3ROADWAY PADUCAH. KY.
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WE AKE / READY
To ShoW, Spring Clothes
To Morrow morning will find us in the midst of
DRESS FOR SPRING WEAR

WILLIAM MOORE STABBED H. Ht HARRIS SEVERAL TIMES
OVER THE BODY DURING A FIGHT THEY HAD IN THE
CITY LOCKUP CELL—JIMMIE McREA PICKED UP DRUNK
—LUTHER SPRATT, COLORED, CHARGED WITH PASSING
BAD DOLLAR—IDA SCOTT, COLORED, ACCUSED OF ROBBING "FRIDDLE" YOPP—POLICE NEWS.

eures

Prevents and
Chapfled Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blemishes caused by,the col.I
winds.
DELIGHTFUL TO USE
AFTER SHAVING.
For Sale only at,

BACON'S

Soine of the most exquisite designs in Voile skirts
ever displayed in any store can be seen. Prices $10 up.

%

tab*
•

Dr.
ght's
Lilyderma
.CreAm -

William :Moore and .H. H. Harris, Yopp, the hot tarnala man. of West
two white prisoners of the city jail, Kentucky avenue, and, stealing some
had a figA yesterday afternoon in the clothing, along with
her artiest.
big general cell into which many She was arrested
yesterday
by
male inmates are kept at the same Officev Hessian on a warrant accustime. During the difficulty Moore ing her of the theft.
pulled his knife and wielded it with
considerable effect, stabbing Harris
Drunkenness Charged.
about five places over the body, but
J. T. Grace got drunk yesterday
DRUG STORZ
none of the cuts arc considered ser- and then wandered into the
office Of
ious. Deputy Jailer Joseph Purchase Sheriff
John Ogilvie on South Fourth FIJIIIIIIINUIIII1J111111W rs.n rua.rJti u SJUS
rushed in, and separating the fight- street. When
the latter asked the •
-.•put Harris over in another cell, intoxicated man
what he was doing
races between their horses during
lite last evening Moore was trans- in there,
Grace replied with a string
the summer.
'red to the county jail where goes of oaths. Deputy
Sheriff Hume
men charged with felonies. The Ogilvie then took
Captain J. C. Cullins, of Lexington,
Grace to the city
Arge entered up against him is that hall where
lie was locked up. He Ky., is here with his fine stallion,
cutting with intent to kill.
would not have been arrested it he "Reputation," which may be bought
Moore was given a fifty day sen- ',pad not been so
profane and abusive by the Country club and used for
t.nce about two weeks ago by Judge when asked what he
wanted in the breeding purposes.
Cross in the police court for heaving office.
,
a brick through the glass window in
An assortment of suits such as are beautiful and the kind turned out from the world's greatfst
front of Fred Kireutzer's bakery shop
Repair Bad Places.
manufactures will be a sight in store for the good dressers of Paducah. Tomorrow morning the prices on
ou Kentucky avenue near Second
The police yesterday served the
suits range from $13.75 to Szoo and the styles are universal.
street. He has not yet finished servTight fitting suits in plaids and mixtures are promisingly good for style. Etons seem to be very
ing this term, while Harris is au tint- board of works' official notice on
much in demand in Eastern cities and the French Gonla suit is a style that will in all probability be
brills mender who got drunk yes- Contractor Bridges to repair and put
desiring
high clads suits. You will be welcome to look whether you desire or
quite strong with ladies
terday and was locked up by Rounds- in good condition .aime dangerous
not to buy
man Emile Courieux. He was put and bad holes left on Kentucky
in the cell with Moore, and the lat- avenue between Tenth and Eleventh
er made a remark as Harris entered streets where the contractor had laid
If the
e quarter. The latter ,resented it the new sewerage mains.
NOTHING TO BE DONE UNTIL
knocking Moore flat on the floor,, holes arc not repaired in three days
AFTER APRIL TERM OF
city
the
will
do
it
and
charge
the
en the latter leaped to his feet,
FISCAL COURT.
cost
to the contractor, who will be
-ked out his knife and cothmenced
compelled
to
money
the
pay
of
it
out
.rving the drunken umbrella man,
ss ho was stabbed several times on the IR- is vetting for building the system.
During the Session Next Monk
in ad, and once in the side, but the
There Comes Up the Election
latter gash amounted to nothing but
of Road Snpervisor.
a -flesh wound, as the blade struck a
lib. The yells of the other prisoners
attracted the deputy jailer, who
, Mr. Bert Johnson. supervisor of
basely entered the cell and separthe rnooatdisiaveforanyMnc
.oCrrkackenrtecdouunty.
wed the fighting men while the knit..
pOs
Vk is flying around promiscusously.
th: public highways until after the
•
I tee in storing things out there. A
: April term of the fiscal court, as it
Jimmie McRae in Again.
club house is not necessary front the
is not until then that the n-.7164.
"Jimmie" McRea was locked up COLONEL DICK
ALLEN DIS- trates take up the question of arstandpoint of sport, because during last
evening by 'Officers Jones and
POSED OF ONE JACK AND
pretty weather the members hardly
ranging for money to be spent in
Cross who pieked him up down about
ONE STUD.
ever enter the building, always re- the market
constructipg
new
thoroughfares
in" a drunken condition.
maining outside and on the firing M'cltea „m„
'
throughout
county.
the
Of a good family, but
line of the ground!.
Dun s& hat boasted of the fact that he had been
During the session next month of
weather they cannot hold voilloouN
Roy Cunningham. Middle - Weight the court there comes up the elecGENERAL MANAGER BLEECKER OF THE TRACTION COMPANY hence the building was not of great in zoo jails over the country and IS
Wrestler, is in the City to Meet
tion of supervisor of the
BOUGHT THE BUILDING. WHICH MAY BE USED EITHER value to them except for lounging a natural crook. He is wanted bj
Anyone—Horse Lovers.
roads, and the probabilities are Mr_
authorities
the
at
Princeton
on
she
AS A RESIDENCE OR STAND OF SOME CONCESSIONAIRE around and entertaining.
Johnson
charge
will be re-elected, as he has
of
stealing
some
overcoati
—THE GUN CLUB WILL KEEP ITS TRAPS ON THE GROUND
They will keep their traps at the and other garments there, and the
proven
very
efficient in this line. and
BUT DROP THE LEASE—TA RGET TOURNAMENT MAY BE grounds
and whenever they want to probalities are that aftem. he
is .= 'Colonel Dick Allen, the stock i then none other has thus far apGIVEN NEXT FALL
go out for their practices, which through with "here for being drunk, breeder of this county, is preparing peared as a candidate against him
they hold weekly throughout the the Princeton authorities vi ill come to reduce the scale on which he has •' for the position which he has faith
•
mum spell, and which they have after him.
been operating his place for some ; fully occupied for about five yens
The Paducah Gun Club, although ranged of the small club houses the been doing for many years back, they
years. He has had two line stal- I now. The terns cf office Ag t‘.-,
remaining intact in name, will not Country over, the accommodations can do so.
lions and an equal number of jacks, years.
Dollar Was Cgunterfeit.
continue its exintence with as much supplying( arrangements for enterIt is probagle the sportsmen will
huller Spratt. colored, was locked but one each he has sold, and he is
On the deiision of the court rests
vigor and enthissiasm as has charac- tainments and rverytging desired its give
a target tournament sometime op by Officers Jones and Cross on contemplating
disposing of the • the question of whether or not
tented its past, as the members base the sporting club line. The club next
fall, talk of it already being in- the charge of passing a counterfeit 0.hers.
many miles of new graveled pikes
sold their handsome club house on members' lease on that portion of the dulged in.
They find they - can leave dollar at the Arthur Jones commiswill be constructed. It is more than
the Wallace park grounds to General park grounds they have used for years larger crowds
and make more of a sion and fruit establishment on South
. Wrestler in City.
g• robable that the justices of the
Manager John Bleecker of the Trac- expires this year and will not be re- success of the
tournament when they Second street between Broadway and
Roy Cunningham, a middle-weight peace will submit to a vote of the
tion company, and will hereafter newed at all, as the members do not have a target
event, as the live-bird Kentucky a‘enue. The darky is por- wrestler; is here from Los Angeles. people- the propositiEn to permit the
maintain no house for the !dimness. want to hind themselves for another affairs do
not attract the attention ter for a drug store here in the ciD/. Cal., and would like to meet any cohnty officials to float Stoonne
Mr TIleecker announces that although term of years and have to pay rent directed
towards the others.
and entering the fruit stand, bfugilit wrestler in his class. He- is the, worth of bonds, the money raised in
be has not yet fully decided he will on the grotind. They believe, though
The sportsmen are having a fine five cents worth of stuff, then gave champion of 'the Pacific coast and
this way to be spent entirely on new
probably let somebody tisi the club- that they will rent the ground from time now
hunting ducks and geese the dollar to the small girl waiting will remain here a month, paobably gravel roads.
lithe people do not
house as a concession in which to time •o time, and when they desire on the river
and lakes opposite %ere. on him. .9he returned ninety-five trganizing a wrestling class. He is sanction the suggestion with the
sell ;nide,, and again it may be con- to quit its use they can do so without Millions of these
birds aro in this cents in gooermoney. The spurious- at Hotel Craig and has many tussles requisite number of votes, the. magisverted into a private residence for being bound by a lease which would section.
migrating from the warm ness of the coin was afterwards dr- to hist credit with men of national
tra:es vi'! •' •• set aside about the
use by attaches of the company, or compel them to pay rent for the south to
the cool northern countries, tectcd and the negro arrested. He reputation.
usual st.n. ' - niey for county road
others.
number of years contracted for. In and as usual, they settle here
in claims he did not know it was a bad
. work.
The club house was constructed the deal for the clubhouse Mr. droves for
some days. Every hunt- coin.
Horse Flesh Lovers.
several years ago by the gun club Bleecker takes the lease off their er is
I Aft.— ‘p-i! business in this_.depan
returning each evening laden
The lovers of horse flesh have or- j :milt will be started off ietith quite
people at a cost of lbout et.soo, it hands.
with'the fine game, and they AticiHousebreaking Charged.
ganized The Matinee dab, gotten a 'a rash, as many roads are to be enbeing hardwood'finish and one of the
It is probable that the club mem- pate fine sport for some
day
to: 1,I3 Scott, colored, is charged with three-year lease on the Dr.
most up to date and conveniently ar- /tiers will erect a small building for come
Caldwell proved during the summer and fall
lireaking into the_house of "Friddlc" fair grounds and will give
friendly months.
Miemissek_

Pretty Jackets in tight fitting or loose backs in fancy
cloths or solid colords that start in price for $5.00 and
range upward fo $10.00 and $12,00.

sLL
NAEP/CK
WN
D.
75c.

EXCITING FIGHT BETWEEN
CITY LOCKUP PRISONERS

New shapes and late styles in silks and Panama skirts
with trimming or plain will be shown for $5.00, $7 50,
$10, $12.50 up to $20.00.
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The Display Will Start Monday Morning, Tomorrow
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SELLING HIS
BREED STOCK

317 Broadway
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HANDSOME CLUBHOUSE IS
SOLD BY THE GUN CLUB
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Surries, Runabouts
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Our Runabouts are just the
'size and style for young men.
Large and roomy Top Buggies
for the old men.
Stylish and comfortable Pheatons for the ladies.
The finest line of Surries,open
and extended tops for the
family.
The 2 seated Hacks for the
maarket man. In fact, we
have the finest, most stylish,
comfoit table, up-to-date vehicles in the city.

4

I
Buggies, Phaetons

Our eighteen car loads of
Buggies are here and ready
for inspection, they consist of
the best of the market from
Dayton,Columbus,Cincinnati,
Oho, and Flint, Mich., which
we will sell to any one at
prices heretofore unheard of.
Come and see these styles and
kinds before going elsewhere.
Rock Bottom Prices.
Best Grades.
The Most Handsome Styles.

b to

c

•
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.J. G. Relikopt Buggy Co. Inc.; 212 Broadway
*

Paducah's Only UP-too-Date Vehicle, Hdrnekk Whip and LAP Duster Establishment.
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War Is Wasting the Wealth
Of Che Nation

People
Say
OUR PERFUMES
ARE BEST
Just sample any other perfume in town and then procure
You'll
the same odor from us.
e.
differenc
say there is a great
We
."
"THERE'S A REASON
.
know how to buy perfumes
perWe know how to store
fumes. We know how to show
ge
you perfumes. Our knowled
enwhat
is
s
of these requisite
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession.

J. N. Oehischlaeoer
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY

WE USE

The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
Fkst.
because a irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, Or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and without injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kenby
tucky. Satisfy yourself
sending us your laundry.

(Chicage, Examiner.)
ion for International
Associat
The
conciliation will hold a peace cangress in New York city next month.
Distinguished advocates of arbitration are to attend from various parts
of the world. The organization under
whose auspices the gathering is to be
held has branches in twenty-one
countries. President Roosevelt, President Diaz of Mexico, Lord Grey, the
Governor General of Canada, and Secretary Strauss of the Department of
Commerce and Labor, are to be
among the speakers, it is announced.
It is fitting that the department of
commerce and labor should be repre.ented. The progress of trade and industry dcepnds upon peace. Moreovno
er, wars in which this nation has
direct concern may disturb American traffic abroad.
_lapin, up to the outbreala of the
war with Russia, was beating America in the volume of cotton goods
sold to China. It was mistakenly believed iii the United States that Japan's conflict in the Orient would enable Yankee enterprise to recover
lost ground in the Celestial empirs
Instead of gaining, American exports to both China and Japan have
declined. The value of cargoes for
China in 1906 was less by $29,000.000
thn in the preceding year, and kthe
total export trade of the UnIted
State' with Asia fell off from $136,000,000 to $89.000,000.
When the great steamship Dakota
was reported wrecked in Yokahama
Bay a few days ago. President Hill
stated in an interview that he would
not replace the vessel, as the decline
of American trade with the Orient
did not warrant it.
The war between Rus,ia and Japan

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Mayor.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
cost the prodigious sum of $2,000,- subject to the Democratic Primary to
000,000.
he held Thursday, May 2, low.
If a collossal amount of money like
that could be thrown into the Yellow
We are authorized to announce the
Sea and forgotten the loss would be :andiclacy of G. R. Davis for mayor,
serious enough. Wihat makes it worse subject to the Democratic Primary to
is that generations of trade and in- be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
dustry are taxed to pay back the
wasted sum with interest.
We are authorized to announce the
Vk•ar diminishes the purchasing candidacy of Joe E. Potter for mayor,
power of the world. The unparral- subject to the Democratit Primary to
leled prosperity of modern nations be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
has made possible the expensive wars
of the past half century. To what
City Clerk.
extent the growing military budgets
ed to announce
are
authoriz
We
of the fighting powers can be mul- City Clerk Henry Bailey as a canditiplied without producing universal date for re-election to the office of
panic ;s a grave problem.
city clerk subject to the Democratic
In 1906, in America, a year of Primary to be held Thursday, May 2. ,
peace, the appropriations for the ar- 1907.
navy and for pensions
mj, and
amounted to $362,000,000. The UnitWe are authorized to announce
ed States has the highest taiilf of any Maurice M. McIntyre as a candidate
nation, yet all the millions collected for city clerk, subject to the Demoin the customs service fail to provide cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
the necessary amount for the mili- May 2, 1907.
tary expenses of this country, even
in times of peace.
City Treasurer.
1
h •
I I d.
We are authorized to announce the
tional debt, largely created by war. candidacy of William Kraus for city
the money spent in this country as treasurer, subject to the Democratic
'
•
a result of wars or in preparatio* for Primary
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
conflict, consumes every year "gore 907.
than sixty per cent, of the total tevemit. of the United States.
‘Ve are authorized to announce the
The prodigal snms expended by candidacy of John W. McKnight for
other nations ere equally a bunk's city treasurer, subject to the Demoupon the world's resources. Count- cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
ing the interest on national debts, the May 2, 1907.
war burdens of the nations amounts
City Attorney.
annually to $3.00s000,fa0o. Thus in
every ear of peace there is subtract- 1 We are authorized to announce the
ed front the wealth of the world and. candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr., for
diverted to the cause of war, $1,ono.- city attorney, subject to the Demo000,000 more than the conflict be- cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
• May 2, 1907.
tween Russia and Japan entailed.
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"JUST—YOU—SMILEr

ABOUT PEOPLE.

When verything goes crooked,
And seems inclined to rile,
Dona fuss nor kick nor fidget—
"Juat—you—siniler

We ate authorized to announce the
candidacy of Frank A. Lucas, for
city attorney, subject to the Democratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2, 1907..

1Fe
American-German
National Bank
$230,000.00
Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits. . . I00,000.00
Stockholders' Lia230,000.00
bility
Total
$560,000.00
Total Resources . $985,453.23
DIRECTORS
W. F. Bradshaw, J. A. Bauer, Louis F. Kolb, H.
A. Petter, C. F. Rieke, Muscoe Burnett, Geo. C.
Thompson, President,; T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier.
—

-

."•""••—'-'-'•••••Msmiesujual
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nsfer Company
Paducah Traint°,
porated.)

GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPERIO/sFACILITIRS FOR HANDLING F1LRIGHT, MACHIN.
CR, AND I.MP UlletrOLD GOODS.
imrS4 PI4ONIE3
OFFICE 3RCOND AND ill.)14
P. D. FITZPATRICK. gUPT

41*********041************Itt
Jame: Lane 'Alien's old home .isa
City Assessor.
ed to announce W.
Kentucky is again for sale. Senator
authoriz
are
We
lesson.
the
It's hard to learn to
candidate for rea
as
Dick
Bailey, of Texas, ths present owner,
Stewart
But learn it if you'd win,
office of city assessor,
having advertised it. '
the
to
election
When peop!e tease and pester,
Leslie Nr. Shaw in his new office
subject to the Democratic Primary
"J list—you—grin!"
early
so
around
gets
to be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
in New York
.make the office
in the morning aa to
NVhen some one tries to "do" yon,
City Jailer.
boys oncomfortable.
130 S.'THIRD STREET;
-717/
PADUCAH.
By taking more than half.
to
We are authortzed to announce the
The emperor of Austria is siid
,
pleasant
and
kind
patient,
Be
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
have the finest collection of orchids
"Just--you—laugh!"
'I'tione wet
Schoenat
palace
hit
subject to the Democratic Priat
jailer,
world
the
fh
be held Thursday, May 2,
to
mary
brunt,. There are‘13,000 plants.
But when you find you're stuffy.
Mme.
decree
divorce
her
Since
1907.
Of course, some time you will.
Gould, formerly the Countess de Casyp
Ictufwyp
s
limeorn,
cannot
And
NVe are authorized to 'announce the
tellane, has ben much seen at the
'mile, nor laugh nor candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
cannot
And
France
n
watering places of Souther
NOW IS THE TIME
grin.
city jailer, subject to the Democratic
with her sister, and is reported in
THIS IS fHE PLACE
"Just —keep —still!'
Primary to be held Thursday, May a.
excellen health and spirits.
—Exchangs.
mem.
liberal
a
.
1907Tennant
Sir Edward
INCOORA ber of Parliament, is now the largNVe are authorized to announce the
est individual owner of stock in the GROWERS IN ILLINOIS
Night
is 3c4 BIM.'Day and
candidacy of Sam I._ Beadles for city
London Times and the most authori
RICHER THAN EVER
School
....ataaogue
subject to the Democratic Priof
jailer,
board
new
tative member of the
•
mary
to beheld Thursday, May a,
directors. He ia a man of vast
Springfield. III., March 16.—In the 1907.
s
country'
the
wealth, acquired in
great corn belt of central Illinois the
BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
greatest chemical aworks.
Wall street crisis excites little interto announce the
ed
authoriz
are
We
of
t
presiden
Count Bellestreim, the
est. For four years in succession the) candidacy of AL Hymarsh for city
the Reichstag, is one of the most in- have seen bumper crops, espeeiall) jailer, subject to the Democratic Prifluential men in the dominion of the of corn. which has not gone below mary to be held Thursday, May 2.
Kaiser. Ile has been spoken of as ao cent: to the farmers.
•
1907.
the "Uncle Joe Cannon" of GerLand ha. steadily risen from $iso
he
claasea.
all
by
liked
Well
Pack. many.
to Lux per acre. The proceeds of
We are authorized to ar.nounce the
St. Louis and Tennessee River
is thoroughly admired for hi, bril- these big crops have heen used in candidacy of Mann W. Clark for city
it company—the cheapest and
liant success as a politician.
payment of mortgage, but the ma- jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri
.
jor portion has gone into the west, wary to be held Thursday, May 2.
excursion out of Padscah
southwest and northwest for cheaper 1907.'
Mrs. Sage's Benefaction.
(New York Time',)
lands.
This week with every elevator in
Fly her gift of Vo.000,000 to estabA brand new home, just corapleted, front porch with large coiWe are authorized to announce the
lish the Sage foundation Mrs. Russell central Illinois full of grain and the candidacy of R. M. Nfiles for city
umn, back porch lattcied in. Rpception Hall, Parlor, Large Bed
Sane aims to make men better and railroads failing to carry it off to jailer, subject to the Democratic PriRoom, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room, One
happier. .While The statement that market, the price of, corn rose. Prac- mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Located on
the end sought is "the improvement tically no speculation or even legiti- 1907.
lot aoxtfoo feet.
of social and living conditions in the mate buying and,aelling of stocks and
United States" might he objected to bonds is indulged in by the farmer.
School Trustee.
on the ground of vagueness, it is evi- and moneyed men of this section of
We are authorized to annourrice the
It is a trip of pleasure, condos dent from the ensuing explanation Illinois.
candidacy of Ben Weille for school
fund
probthe
have
of
use
Illinois
farmers
the
tabl
Central
for
good
that
plans
service,
good
rest;
and
trustee from the Second ward, subSee L. D. Sanders, Office 218 South Sixth. Phone 76s.
been carefully thought out. ably a third of last year's corn crop ject to the action of the city demos
have
eat/
leave
Boat,
etc.
roams,
good
actuup
on hand. Hogs have been away
Mrs, Sage has evidently been
held Thursday,
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m ated by a noble desire to devote this all winter and cattle are pow headed critic primary to be
2
May
For other information apply to Jiu large., sum of money entrusted to her towards Ft cents.
roger, superintendent; Frank 1. for distribution by her husband's
Representative.
will to works that would reach the "WORLD PEACE? A BLUFF!"
Brown, agent.
are authorized to announce the
We
source of poverty and suffering and
LAUGHS FRENCH PRESS candidacy of Eugene Graves for repgive real help to those who for whatresentative of McCracken county in
ever reason are not always able to Semi-Official Journal "Temps" Ridi- t'he general assembly, subject to the
help themselves. The gift bespeaks
action of the democratic mass concules Disarmament of Nations.
not only her humane impulses but
vention, to be held March 3o, by Mcalso tho wisdom of Mr.. Sage in mrkParis. March r6.—The semi-official Cracken county voters at the county
ing her his almoner.
"Temps," this evening publishes, an court house
article entitled, "Facifist•Madness," in
Sure to Be a Losing Venture.
We are authorized to announce the
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
which it ridicules the proposition to
Kanformer
the
Burton,
.
cy of James T. McKinney for
Ralph
$4.00;
J.
,
candida
Passage
RETURN,Continuous
discuss the limitation of armaments
a jail senserving
now'
tative of McCracken county
and
represen
senator,
sas
meals
$5.00,
Ticket
at
ed
ce
Unlimial
at the coming peace conferen
as
oath
his
violated
general assembly, subject to
having
for
the
tence
in
The Hague, saying:
berth included.
of the democratic mass
action
the
a senator by practicing for pay be•
is
disit
it
"There is no doubt that
. convention, to be held March an, by nicipal Judge Ilimes yesterday both FRENCH GUNNERS DISABLE
fore departments at Washington. will cussed international relations .
wtll
WARSHIP AT PRACTICE
McCracken county voters at the boys pleaded guilty, but said that
lie released from jail this month. It
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party is said that he will start - a weekly become worse than before."
house.
of money to see "the
court
need
their
county
Continuing, the Temps says:
show," and the reading of some nov- Fulminant, Hit With Torpedo,
of five or over, 4z..5o each, without paper in Abilene. Kan. This announce"The pacifists are either simpletonq
Afloat by Quick Work.
els lately caused the deed. Oscar
received with- or bluffers. At any rate they are a
he
s
doubtles
will
ment
neahi; $2.00 with meals.
Rohnden, on account of 'his age, was
out enthusiasm by the press of Kan- national peril to France. Let The BOYS HELD FOR THEFT
Paris, March 16.—During torpedo
At the reGood music on all the boats.. For sas. Jailb.rds have never been wel- Hague conference treat with questions
BLAME CHEAP NOVELS. held to the Juvenile court.
, represent- exercises off Brest today the Frendi
Mahoney
J.
John
of
()nest
further particulars see
comed in journalism in the west.
he
of international law, which will
crook who betrays a raiblic trust and
the ing Sullivan, Assistant State's Attor- warship Fulminant was struck on dial
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent becomes repentant only after convic- useful, but do not let the conference Say Their Reading and Desire for
ney James P. Harrold agreed to have water line sand severely clamant
Store,
illusTheater Made Them Enter
or GIVEN FOWLER, City PRIM tion, making it impossible to continue promise more, as promises are
the charge Of robbery changed to The crew at once placed collision
ory and generally are not fulfilled"
Agent Phone 33.
assault with deadly weapon. Sullivan mats over the holes in the warship'.
his criminal career' as a public sernovels
Chicago, March t6.—Cheap
a
newsbeing the only support of his widow- side and the other vessels came to her
edit
to
man
the
not
;A
vant.
T TAKE CARNEGLEGIFT and a desire to go to "shows," were ed mother and seven brothers. On relief and towed her into port. Sfio
paper in the rarified atmosphere Of a CANNO
,
the causes given by Walter Sullivan the latter charge he was fined US and is reported in a sinking
condition.
What is said to be the greatest drug. western state and we venture the
twenty years old, and Oscar RohnBaris
City
Says
re
Solicitor
Baltimo
,
sentenced to three months in the
.ore in the world exists in Moscow prediction that Mr. Burton will find
entering
for
old,
years
n
seventee
den,
Library,
red From Taking
The amusement of boys loses a
house of correction.
and is ao3 years old. Since Ate it has this out to his cost if he experiments
the candy store of Julius F. Crude, 675
deal of its fascination if they'
great
been in the family of the present pro-. in Abilcne.—fansas City Star. s
revolver
Baltimore, Md.. March n5.—City So- Cornelia street, with drawn
There is too much attention paid have some one's permission to Inprietor. It is a building of imposing
dcomman
and
n
afternoo
an official Wednesday
to the "influence' of women over dnIge in it.
dimensions, with many department3, 'A man as talkini today of some- licitor Brun today gave
legally ing Mist Marie Guide, the aged sis- men, and tdo little said about the
city
cannot
the
that
opinion
edit
onal
professi
the
It never 'does a bit of good to cribs
for
unone
as
is
incIndIng
thing very unreliable. d'It
her
over
pass
to
Gude,
S5co,- ter of Julius
a fool.
icise
of
women,
fear
have
men
• ___
;
cation of the staff, which numbers reliable." lie said, "as an expert's accept gr. Carneg:es offer of
money. Whe,arraigned before Mhoraa for a library.
They make up about opinion."
•
700 psranna
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Mattil Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.

Star Laundry

MUNIINSURANCt
Abram L Well & Co'

I

PADUCAH CENTRAL

COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
Both Residence: 12f
Office Phone 369:
CAMPBELL BUILMNF

Excursion

boa

FOR Sip..E

S8100

Fer the Round Trip te
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companies, and that yeaf drew criti- 1
B. F.
.
cal attention to ltls first iterary composition, entitled, "Christ in Hades,"
0
THE EXILE'S DEVOTION.
SURVEYOR
which was published in a book of
poems during the year. It was at
BY THOMAS DARCY McGEE.
once recognized by the British reCounty Work a
All members of Otego Tribe, No. o
I
views as a work of rare and excepIf I forswear the art divine
are earnestly re- 0
Tyler, Ky.
Old 'Phone 62o-3.
tional merit, and was so conspicuous- 6o. of Red Men,
That glorifies the dead.
1:30
the
hall
at
at
meet
ly deserving that on a public occas- quested to
What comfort then can I call mine,
(Continued from Page Two)
ion; called for the purpose, the auth- o'clock this afternoon to attend in a
What solace seek instead?
or was publicly "crowned" by the body the funeral services over the reJ, K. HENDRICK,
For from my birth my country's fame
atdelegates
outside
The
London.
of
and
Journal
brethren
American
brother,
Was life to me, and love;
mains of our lately departed
tending the biettnial session of the following year there appeared from
J. 0. MILLER
And for each loyal Irish name
Rogers.
William
Dr.
Woodmen.
the
of
camp
Francesca,'
head
and
"Paolo
Kentucky
his pen
Some garland still I wove.
WM. MARiti_.1
R. B. RICHARDSON. Sachem,
.About 5oo people were in attendance first of five .of the greatest poetical
delicacies
cenpresent
the
the
hugely
in
enjoyed
written
dramas
and
0
I'd rather be the bird that sings
under weight of which the festal tury, in some of which there are
Hendrick, Miller
SPIRITUALISM
0
Above
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enterthe
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groancd.
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rival
some
passages which
beard
my
wings
cage
in
fortune's
Than
fold
tained from 7 o'clock until midnight, most memorable lines in Shakespeare. Has Broken Out Afresh at Mayfield,
dtb Marble
And feel my soul a slave;
The leading role in this play was
and a joyous time was had by all.
Messenger.
The
Says
So
verse
simple
one
rather
turn
LAWYERS.
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The following evening at the Red first presented to the public by Sir
ear
Gaelic
the
True
to
sevFourth,
there
followtow
Men's hall, on North
Henry Irving. In
There seems to be many believers
Than sapphic odes I might rehearse
eral hundred of ladies and gentlemen the author's Orating drama, "HerPractice in all the courts of th•
spiritualism in the city of Mayin
With senates listening near.
continuously
watthe
played
od,'' which was
vitoyed the grand ball which
State. Both phones 31.
philof
character
this
and
that
field,
state meeting's social feature.
for three months on the London osophy is greatly believed in by more
Rooms I, 2, 3 and 4, Register Bull&
0 inst. 523 1-1
Oh, native land! dost ever mark.
Miss 011ie Randall won the fine stage, with the noted English actor,
Broadway.
one would expect, says
than
people
0
When the world's din is drowned
cake offered during the dance by Tyrone Power, in the leading role. the Messenger. We understand that I °
0
Betwixt the daylight and the dark,
Lvcrgreen circle to the most points In 1902 Mr. Phillips gave to the
many seances are being held about °
A wandering solemn sound
lar young lady, she being awarded' world "Nero," a work of unusual p0- over the city where departed spirits
That on the western wind is borne
the trophy after a spirited contest etic and dramatic merit, which, with
by means of rapping;, noises and
Across thy dewy breast?
with Misses Marie Spence and Mat- brief interruptions, was presented on
demmanifestations
being
are
visible
It is the voice.of those that mourn
tic Taylor
the English stage from Jan. 5th to onstrated.
For thee, in the far west,
May 19th)of that year. , Later came
Spiritualism dates from the year
"The Sin of David," the author's latOrganize Choral Society.
1848 and ita manifestations break out
. . Many of the artists of the city est literary achievement.
For them and theirs I oft essay
afresh
every once in a while in vaAn analysis of his surprising cagathered Monday evening at the resiThy ancient art of song,
unWe
country.
parts
of
the
rious
dence of Mrs. H. S. Wells in the reer shows that his unprecedented ar- derstand there arc tnany mediums in
And often sadly turn away,
'Empire Hat building on Baoadway tistic and commercial success is due
Deeming my rashness wrong:
the city who arc getting at these
0
ittsar Seventh street and organized to an unusual combination of talent meetings
well I ween, a loving will
For
manifestations
many
O E. H. PURYEAR,
The Choral society, with a member- and, training, to _ native poetic and
Is all the art I own.
table
rappings,
by
the
spirits
from
o
ship of about twenty-five affiliates. dradtatic endowments of a high or- turnings, musital sounds, the unseen
Ah me! could love suffice for skill,
1A:thongh anyone is eligible to mem- der, with a practical and trained raising of heavy bodies and other
What triumphs I had known!
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building,
o
bership the society will be under knowledge of stage technique, whicTI
marvelous feats.
$23 1-2 BrOadlially, Paducah, Ky.
supervision of the Matinee 'Musical has enabled him to succeed, where
My native land! My native land!
It is said these mediums by the as- o
New Phone ago; Old 14117 R
club, therefore no officers were Browning, Tennyson, Swinburne and
Live in my memory still!
with o
possessed
are
spirits
sistance
of
a•amed by the choristers who are other renowned writers have signally unusual powees and it is said to be o
Break on my brain, ye surges grand!
SPECIALTIES:
now arranging a placed wherein to failed. It is rumored that lie is now able to float up to the ceiling or out o
Stand up, mist-covered hill!
Abstsacting of Titles
bold their meetings. A leader is to engaged on a new version of "Faust" of the window into other rooms, o
Still on the miritair of the mind
Insurance, Corporation and
be chosen immediately and regular to be published at an early date, in heavy tables and other bodies.
see;
The scenes / love, I
Real Estate Law.
which he is expected to deal with
cantering% cooducted
Would I could fly on the western wind,
This character of spiritualism, it is o
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most
--it—
one of his
My native land, to thee!
said, has been exposed in America o
and one of the most mysterious, and
Nice Programme.
and Europe, but the phenomena has
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gained the assent of many eminent O 00100oors0000000 00 000p000000000000
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converts. Spiritualism has many bethe
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that the phenomena of spiritualism
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Cesil Rest
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are the result either of self delusion
Club Stnely—"Much Ado About Year* of separation in the face of
He needed not the sprig of green village she heard somewhere ajar off
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Art
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numberless trials and temptations.
N. thing"
a pipe plating the tune of the Kerry
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conjuring.
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an parental love by the return of
Frposition Relies.
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are
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aaryfield
proclaim and none in the heart on thet night
Mrs. .1) G Murrell has been select- Uryssea to his beloved wife and child,
who seem to show that Ahem are he brandishtd so bravely to
Rooms to. 11 and ts, Columbia Bldg.
(41 as chairman of the Paducah corn- after years of troubled wanderings,
forces connected with hypnotism and hint as one of the race of "Kelly and when John went away, away with the
PADUCAH, KY.
tnittee that has charge of gathering and the penalty imposed by a rightits kindred phenomena which may Rorke and Shea.' There was about English soldiery where he had en,up any revolutionary relics that can eon* fate upon tlic attempted despoillisted. There were sad promises of
"
sa. re* of his home. ashen he draws his eatalaill the occult occurrences of him the manner of the nation where
1.. sent to t he Jamestown ex
return and dark forebodinaa. but
spiritualism
taking
nnw
which
are
lion for exhibition during that affair boss and sends the fatal arrow into
every man im a chieftain if he kn't a there was hope. The war would goon
place 'n various home• of the -city of
Mrs Murrell has already gotten the guilty hearts of his offenders, a
king.
be over; the Bobs would not fight
alay field
Attorney at Law.
quite a number, while all othe rs pog. tragic example of the ancient un"although it's meself
long,
The Italian with the hand organ
eible well be taken. the owners being written law.
said
they'll win from ye," tha"•pryin
Paducah
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stopped at the corner across from
Prof. Clark. alio is booked loran
guaranteed 'safety and protection of
Molly to John.
sue articles while at the expos ition. elocutionary rendering of "Ulysses.South Sixth Street House.
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for the car In deference to the day for that same," said John
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land.
experience, and is the author of the
'Happy Evening Enjoyed.
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The little girl in the corner of the
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rendition
thrilling
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hall saw the village gay again oh OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
streets, had a happy party of friends cipal colleges and universities of this ‘1111TTEMORE REM. ESIATElly, 0.r The old' man did not ree- this Patrick/a night as it had been
AGENCY, Fraternity Building. ognize the popular air, but he knew
as their guelts Friday evening at a country: "How to Read Aloud,'
on the ()their, tor lads and. lasses'come
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charming „was], several hours being "Handbook of Reading." "Practical Phone R35
thaa the lilt of the tune was one „that soon from the shadow*. But with
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Smedley. Emma Mayer. Mary Fields, The Woman's dub, under whose
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'Ripley. Sanders Miller, Oran Bell.
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mits of that form of dramatic expreas- the matter of Japanese exclusiop, was
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cation. While the ext-Insion order and still again did. the Italian play 44, the girl on the platform knew
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were being
in San Fran529 Broadway.
P.ret, with leaders of Misses Fran"I always take off me hat to 'The
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cisco and Japanese pupils are now NVearin' n' the Green,'" he said.
cis Gould and Alice Compton.
have tears when
free to secure school privileges on
BURGLAR LEAVES NOTE
The programme is:
"Old man Gilligan gave me a bit wasn't i: bad luck to
(Homeopathist)
Current Events.
PRAISING COOKING. the same basis as the children of any n' real shamrock this mornin' that onc was going home?
.
foreign parents
Verne! Ilow many a night had she
r. Biographical Sketches — Mtsa
his daughter had sent liim from Tipawake after the work of the day
lain
Chicago, March 16.—A polite burgIlertie Nash.
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perary." The old man took out a
;2'. Vocal Solo—"Rerceuse- (God- lar, who writes notes of thanks to
nallet and carressingly touched the had clamored for rest for her weary'
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his victims for the viands lie. consumes
ard.)—Mrs. fl. Flournay
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3. Vocal Solo, "Flyorian's Song" southern Engelwood. Three resiThree new postage stamps have grinder stopped. And in the last chodences were entered by him early been issued in Holland. Those who rus his quavering old voice rang out born should be again ender the old
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On his recent visit to India the To the wearin' o' the green!"
to the Eastwards—her own Erin. And
home the burglar ate a full meal pre- Amer.: of Afghanistan was so delight(a) "Habera." from Carmen.
mists
and
then, there would be the
Old Phone tiag Red.
(b1 "Seguidella," helm Carmen. pared for Mr. Hansen and then left ed with the music of some bagpipes
I.ittle Mollie McShane sat alone in the fogs of the slow train journey to
a note of thanks to Mrs. Haresen in he heard that pipers are 'henceforth the corner of the hall. There was the little station; and then the long PADUCAH.
Mtayme Dreyfus.
KENTUCK1
which he complimented her upon be to form a part of his establishment. many a lad by the door who east walk—perhaps through the rain—that
ing "so capable a cook.'
Prof. S. H. Clark in Ulysaus.
The name "beef eater" applied to sheepish glances at Mollie. It was would bring her to the light of home.
On the evening of March 20. the
the British yeomen of the guard has for no lack of invitation that she was
"God be with yon," she called to the
distinguished dramatic critic and elo: TOWN SHRIEKS WITH JOY:
a singular derivation. It is iaid to not tripping the floor at the St. Pat- little group as the engine wheels beentionary- artist. Prof. S. H. Clark.
Y. M. C. A. GETS
gan to revolve,. And her own eyes
RECRUITS he from "buffetier.' the guardian of rick's night dance.
profesaor of public speaking in the
the buffet on occasions of state banFor the orchestra was playing an were dim wish tears. And a* the
—DENTIST—
Universitti. of Chicagn. will make his Kewanee, I/1., Asociation Secures
queting.
(dd, old tune and the dancers were train went out into the open spaces
300
first appearance in this city at The
Truehart Building
Members on "Booster's Day."
Rubbing posts for cattle, made oi humming the 7frain "Ob, for the the engine bells sounded a song she
Kentucky, and give to the theatre-gowhale's jawe, are to he seen in the days of the Kerry dancing,- and the had heard somewhere of late:
ing public and otfiers who are lovers
TEL, 5;r R
Kewanee, Ill.. March !G.—Yester- village of Haws-ker. in England. and little girl in the corner saw again the
"Then
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a
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advertised "BoosKiss your friends in Ireland.
action,. an interpretive reading from ter's Day" for the Young
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of
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homethe tears
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Efforts
atic composition by Stephen Phil- to raise the
in the west!"
Though there aui no statistics giv- sickness and longing and memory of
mernbersh:p number
NOTICE
lips'. entitled, "Ulyeses." which can from 300 to 600,
ing figures, it is quite evident that ti-e days that have gone.
proved
for one hundred consecutive /nights The city was' divided intosuccessful. the negr.9 population of New York is
There under -the Irish <tar•t the
sections,
at one fo the leading London thea- which were assigned
"Home Sweet Home," was first
to committees. growing rapidly. In eight blocks on big Irishman told the little Irish
tres, soon after ite publication, and Bulletin; in the
business district an- the upper west side of the city are girl of the love that his heart held cting.in this country at a theatre in
for stsveral weeks some three year nottnced the
campaign's hourly prog- 740 negro families, all of whom have for 'her. And when long afterward, Philadelphia,' in connection with the
Buy anything and sell svor7this5.
ago; was played to crowded houses ress. The whistles of
the factories' come to the city within three years. after a thoutiand years of joy that an production of John Howard Payne's sall-eso Court Street: Old Plumes
in the eastern cities of this country. blew whenever fifty
In Russia runaway horses are un- hour may hold, he had sail a last melodrama, "Clan, the Maid. of Mi- i3111,11.Ji
new members
Prior to 1897. Stephen Phillips. had been secured.
known, because no one drives there goodnight. she had drawn down his lan.' This was in 1823. The play
the illustrious author of • the play.
without having a thin cord around the head to the level of her lips and was origin-ally produced in Covent
Clem Fransiola
WaS unknown to literary fame.
It's a mighty poor cigar that ian't neck of the animal, and' when pulled blesaccf it with her softly .spoken, Garden theatre in London, and imHe
had spent six years on the stage in 'a good one if it
happens to he the Vac horse stops tnt soon as he feels "Cean dhliv dheelisb." Then as she mediately the sweet air of the song Kovnio
T1ON.
Kane of the leading English theatrical .last -one
the pressure on the windpipe.
available,- •
stood watching him go. down to the by Clari.became famous.
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Gil on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable dressmaking at 726 3d.
Jerson street. Old 'Phone 1205.
LOST--Lady's gold watch, near
'Seventh and Clark and Fifth and
Xentucky. Letter on back. Reward
dfreturned to 113 South Second.
NOTICE—Parties wanting dirt to
rill lots call at office or see foreman
is charge of work Twelfth and Broadway.' Thos. Bridges & Son, Conwactors.
WANTED---Man oi ability to
represent old established house, $20
ft! Weal straight salary to start,
expenses advanced. Mcliracly &
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- Welcome Spring with a glad smile and
a new suit. Fashion demands many changes
with the new season.
Last spring's clothes are now out of
date. In our new spring suits we have
observed.:
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Fashion
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JACKSON FOUNDRY 426 MACHINE CO'
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has received his death blow and Easter is
not, far off.

1

Heavy steam hammer forgings.
machinery and boilers repaired,structural iron for buildings, mill and
steamboat supplies. Have on hand
second-hand laundry machinery, 133i1er and engine cheap.

11\

it's dressing up time again. Oldl:winter

McPherson's
Drug Store..

FOR aLNT OR ALE—TWO PL
" 123 N. 7th street, old phone
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SPRING SUITS

A rousing meeting was held last ensuing twelve
months chosen.
right by the members of Paducah There will also be named the com85C po.q,
I-2 Ca. Jars
Travelers' Protective :associa- mittee that will have charge of the
$1.00 tion, at room No. 65' at The Palmer. arrangements to be made for the
• ib. Jars
President Henry A. Petter presiding, Kentucky state meeting here May in
IOC
trample Tubes
and arrangements were made for a and will be participated in by deleA Booklet entitled the "Treatment visit to this city of the "Flying gates from all over the commonSquaslron" of the national organiza- wealth.
of the Art of Massage" and a free tion,' which will, come to Paducah
Mr. Lackey is secretary of the
sample will be given away Saturday. Saturady, March 3o, to make a sweep state organization, and having offithrough the city and round up fifty ciated so efficiently will „probably be '
or seventy-five new members for the 1 rtselected At the coming gathering.
organization. That evening at ,The !After the twelve months **following
Palmer a handsome banquets will be • the coming state gathering the state
given for the old and new members headquarters are transferred to Louis
ville, that being in the state by-laws,
and a fine affair indulged in.,
The "Flying Squadron" is com- that Paducah shall have the state
posed of three members of the na- secretary and headquarters for two
tiOnal organization for the United years and then Louisville have them
• States, and they go to different cities for a similar length of time. Mr.
+++ +++ ++++
• the country over and with a whirl Carl Fink, the Louisville
• gather up new members for the as- dealer, is now president' of theleather
POPULAR WANT&
Kensociation., Last year they came here tucky body.
• and gatliA•ed in a large number of
•
•
••••
•4.•••
•
it •
The national session will be conaffiliates.
new
ducted
June 17 at Norfolk, Va., and
rooms.
large
Mee
RENT-1.
IrOR.
The Paducah post now has 238 curing the state meeting here la
504 S. Ninth.
members, with Mr. Petter as presi- May the Kentucky representatives
dent and Mr. Ernest Lackey as see- will be designated for the national
FOR RENT — Large furnished
r( tary. It is the idea of raising the convention.
:rout room. 332 S. 4th street.
membership to 3oo by having the
The protective association is growsquadron to visit here.
ing
rapidly in Kentucky, where th60buggy.
tired
SALE—Rubber
FOR
The local organizations holds its sands of members affiliate. The
Removable top Almost new. Phone
annual meeting April 13, at which slate organization compares favor5.00.
time the olection of officers will be ably with that of the other commonFOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev kid, and those to serve during the .v.-c41ths over the country.
enth and Broadway. Apply to B. ii
Scott
3.-4 oz. Jars
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PADUCAH POST, TRAVELERS' PROTECTIVE
ASSOCIATION,
MET LAST EVENING AT TH E PALMER AND ARRANGED
FOR THE NATIONAL REPR ESENTATIVES TO COME HERE
MARCH 3o—APRIL 13 THE L OCAL BODY ELECTS OFFICERS, WHILE MAY it STAT E CONVENTION WILL BE CON
DUCTED HERE.
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CAIRO 'EXCURS101!

ANNOUNCEMENT
of Spring
Millinery Opening

SUNDAY, MARCH 17, TO

THE

UNITED STATES MAN-OF-

MAD ROO PLOW
HAS COME TO STAY

Teti
Sin
e sni
;fief
ha
life.

WAR "WASP."
4111

I The steamer Dick Fowler will run
, a special trip to Cairo and return,
leaving the wharf at 9 a. m. alsarp
FOR RENT—The house, 321 South
Seventh street, one door this side of
and returning leaving Cairo 4 p. m.
'Dr. Reddick's residence. Possession
arriving home 9 p. m. Arrangements
given April 1st. Apply at Biederhave been made with the captain of
Next TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY,
-nan's store on /Seventh street
the Wasp to allow all visitors from
MARCH 19th AND 20th
Paducah to inspect the ship. Owing
--Rev. W. E. Glover, pastor of
First Ward colored Baptist church.
to the rising rivers this will be the
MISS ZULA COBBS.
329 Brodway.
ha sreturned from Hot Springs and
only chance for Paducah people to
will preach at It a. in. add 7:30 p.
see the man-of war. Fare for Round
Why? It's up-to-date construction and the scientific principle upon
ot. Men's meeting * 3 p m. NlisNEWS OF THE RIVERS. tomorrow night and stays there 111111• Trip $noo. Good music and elegant which it is built gives it STRENGTH, DURA/BiLrTY Aimp LIGHT&ion at 6:oo p. in. Sunday school at
til Wednesday when she departs on
NESS OF DRAFT, which when once tried gains for it friends and
The
dinner served on the boat.
9'Sts a. In.
River Stages.
her return for Memphis, reaching PaPatrons. For sale, both one and tw o-horse sites, by
ducah about next Saturday or Sun- Fowler will make no charge to place
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
day.
< I el the excursionists aboard the ship.
Able-bodied unmarried men between
Cairo. so 9, rising.
•
The
Georgia
Lee
went
down
last
No intoxicating liquors allowed on
agIS 04 18 and 35; citizens of United
Chattanooga, 12.6, rising.
evening,'
from
bound
for
Memphis
the
boat and no bad behavior pertemcharacter
and
States, of good
Cincinniti, 57.6, rising.
Cincinnati. She will leave the formperate habits, who can speak, read
mitted.
er place next Tuesday and get here
Evansville, 39.0, rising.
and write English. For information
S A. FOWLER, G. P. A.
Thursday,
en route to Cincinnati.
Florence, Ito, standing
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
The
get
City of cSaltillo will not
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Johnsonville, 21.1, rising
here until tornorrow night bound out
Louisville, 31.3, rising.
of the Tennessee river for St. Louis.
Get your green carnations for St.
Sae,* buys ,it Mechanicsburg lots
•
Carmel, 19.3, rising.
Mt.
Day, at Brunson's, 529
Patrick's
a!1 in a bunch. Glass works now
rising.
29.9,
Broadway.
Nashville,
banding. Other factories coming.
—Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Moore, of
Pittsburg. 22.P. falling.
Nothing can be lost on a $4o
205 Adams street, have a boy baby.
White .neighborhood. These lots
St. Louis, i8.1, falling.
Mr. Moore is driver of the Tenth
• Trimble Street House.
worth $15 each on monthly payMt. Vernon, 36.3, rising.
arid Jones fire department wagon.
No. 1204; 6 rooms: so foot lot,
ments right now. This is
sure,
Harrison's New Book
Paducah, 33.9, rising.
car line; $1800, $.600 cash.
thing and fine to salt down for a
WITTEMOR EREAL ESTATE
long pull. W. M. Janes, Trueheart 'Burnside. 27.5, falling.
—The Beaumont
soap factory
AGENCN; Prarrnity
,• Building. •
Carthage, 27.5, rising.
burned at Mayfield yesterday mornPhone R35.
ing,
the
loss
being
$2o,00ss
with
During our Special Sale we will sell this at soc instead of Sr.so.
Men, write at once and we will exMr, Joe Sinnott yesterday took the
This is Mrs. Harrison's Best and Brightest Novel and can be had
plain how we will make you a pres- position of second clerk on the small insurance.
ent of $ioo.00, give you a splendid Kentucky.
only at our store. Remember our Special Book and Music Sale is
Carnival Grounds Sold.
suit of clothes every ninety days,
.
still on. Its a good thing for you.
carnifar
long
used
so
The
block
the
Jones
of
Manager George F.
—All the public schools in the Nals at Twelfth and Trimble streets
enlarge your picture free and pay Columbia TowSig company, is here
county have closed except the 'Oak has been sold and will be cut up in
yOu a salary of $85.co per ihonth and from Pittsburg.
all travering expenses, with our
The Sprague passed up the Ohio Grove building, which closes shortly. lets and sold. It is well located,
eheck for $5o.00 when engaged, to river yesterday with thirty-five empty
near two car, lines and will be sold
take orders for the greatest and coalboate ahead of her.
fast. Edgar W. Whittemore, Framost reliable portrait housein the
Green carnations for St. Patrick ternity Building, both phones 835,
At Harbour's Departraent, Stor4
The Scotia has come out of the
world. All this will be guaranteed. Tennessee with ties, and is prepar- day, at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
wil! sell the lots
Address R. D. Martel. Department ing for a return trip to that stream.
246, Chicago, Ill.
The steamer Buttorff gets to Padiicah today and lies here until toExpert Accountant.
morrow at noon before departing for
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
The steamer Kentucky got out yesjob. Terms reaaoriable.
terday for .the Tennessee river and
JOHN D. SMITH, Room 104, No. comes hack here again next Thurs410
.Trueheart Building, 524 ,Broadway. day night.
• Old phone 534-r.
Thc Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back Tuesday.
Today the John S. Hopkins comes
in from Evansville and lies until to
o'clock tomorrow morning before
getting out on 'her return trip.
The Dick Fowler returned from
Cairo last night and stays here until
All members of Otego Tribe, No. 8 o'clock tomorrow, morning before
:So. of Red Men, are earnestly re- skipping away on her return that way.
quested to meet at the 'hall at 1:30
Tomorrow night late the ssteamer
• o'clock this afternon to attend in a City of .1\femphis comes out of the
gD.
• body the funeral services over the Tennessee river. She says here uns., remains of our lately departed broth- til 5 o'clotk Wednesday afternoon beD-. William Rogers.
*
rose leaving on the return trip.
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